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Abstract

The following thesis argues for a strong Alignment (McCarthy and Prince 1993) relationship between stop consonants and prosodic units. Although this is not an uncommon assumption, my proposal also considers sub segmental features as targets of this universal left alignment principle. More specifically, I claim that the closure node of stops is a member in the hierarchy of consonants that are universally required to align with the beginning of prosodic units such as syllables. This hierarchy of alignment constraints is presented within the framework of Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993), where it can single-handedly account for the optimal onset consonant in a VCV environment, in which the least marked C is predicted to be a stop, although it is also predicted to be a fricative in grammars that promote spirantization on grounds of well-formedness.

A major point of departure for this work lies in a case of variation in Modern Hebrew (MH) between stops and fricatives (see Adam 2002). I present a production experiment, which is based on this variation case, in order to observe the subtle phonotactic trends that are exhibited by MH speakers. I use the alignment proposal to explain one of the observed trends and I suggest a model in which the stop–fricative variation data is accounted for by the notion of Underspecification (Kiparsky 1982), in a sense that resembles proposals made in Inkelas’ (1995) Archiphonemic Underspecification. I claim that an end-state for the MH stop–fricative variation is predictable in cases where phonotactic trends are attested. This is possible by the process of Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 1993) which underlies the proposed model of underspecification.

Lastly, I argue that the reality of the proposed alignment hierarchy, which is articulatory by nature, has been often obscured by the over-blown, and somewhat vague, notion of Sonority (see Parker 2002 for extensive overview). I briefly sketch a program to redefine sonority as a strictly perceptual phenomenon which phonetically correlates with the cognitive sensation of pitch (based, to some extent, on Clements 2009). in light of this I suggest some speculative implications and predictions regarding the status of stridents, especially in strident-obstruent sequences (S-Clusters), and other reversed sonority clusters.
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1. Introduction

The focus of this thesis is on the distribution of stop consonants. I argue that various distributional facts regarding stops can be favorably explained as an alignment relation between syllables and stops, where stops are preferred in onsets ("left-aligned" to the beginning of a syllable) rather than codas ("right-aligned" to the end of a syllable). I formally base this on the notion of Alignment constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1993), one of the hallmarks of Optimality Theory (Prince and Smolensky 1993), and, more specifically, on the discussion regarding the coverage of Align constraints in syllable theory (McCarthy and Prince 1993, Itô and Mester 1999), namely Coda Condition cases (Itô 1986, 1989). I present empirical, theoretical and phonetic motivations for the strong tendency of stops to align with the beginning of a syllable. This is formally captured with the alignment constraint Align-Left(Stop,σ), which is derived from the more general family member, Align-Left(C,σ), a general alignment constraint that is assumed to cover Coda Condition cases.

I present an articulatory description that serves as phonetic support for this left-alignment preference, and elaborate on it by considering stops’ sub-segmental nodes — the closure and the release — to show that there is a phonetic motivation to, in fact, left-align the closure node of stops (as evident by spirantization processes, as well as other familiar cases of lenition of medial onset stops). This is formally captured with the constraint Align-Left([–closure],σ).

Further support for my claims arises from phonotactic tendencies that are revealed here in Modern Hebrew (MH henceforth). I analyze data that were gathered in an experimental elicitation task with native speakers of the language. I observe subtle, yet systematic, trends in environments that exhibit unstable speech-sound alternations (i.e. variation). The observed trends correlate with well-formedness phonotactic restrictions on obstruent sequences. The formal utilization of alignment is used here to account for one of the two trends found in the experiment — the preference for a fricative rather than a stop when immediately following a stop (e.g. [tf] is better than [tp]).

---

1 I use the term alternation to describe predictable and systematic (phonologically and/or morphologically motivated) sound change, while the term variation is reserved here to describe (seemingly) non-systematic and not fully predictable sound change.
To account for the MH data, I suggest a model of variation that is lexically triggered by underspecified input obstruents in the underlying representation of selected lexical entries. I base this model of underspecification on Inkelas’ (1995) Archiphonemic Underspecification, which she originally employed to account for systematic sound alternations. This model of underspecification is based on the process of Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 1993) whereby the most harmonic underlying representation is determined by the surface forms and the given grammar. I show that this utilization of the underspecification model provides the best account for the current variation as well as the predicted final state.

I adopt Adam’s (2002) view of the MH spirantization-related variation as evidence of a grammar in change, which would, eventually, stabilize with fixed forms in the predicted end-state. I go over the complementary predictions that my proposal may contribute to the predictions that Adam (2002) began to sketch, to the extent that a more elaborate prediction for the final state in MH is borne out.

Lastly, I argue that the reality of the proposed alignment hierarchy, which is articulatory by nature, has been often obscured by the over-blown, and somewhat vague, notion of Sonority (see Parker 2002 for extensive overview). To complete this last argument about sonority, I briefly present a program to redefine sonority as a strictly perceptual phenomenon, which can be phonetically correlated with the cognitive sensation of pitch (based, to some extent, on Clements 2009). I discuss this sonority redefinition program and suggest, in its light, some speculative implications and predictions regarding the status of stridents, especially in strident-obstruent sequences (S-Clusters), and other reversed sonority clusters.

In the following section I present the background information for the experimental design (§2.1-4) followed by the results in §2.5. In §3 I suggest the ALIGN-LEFT scheme between stops and syllables to account for one of the trends in the data, limiting the distribution of stops in accordance with their gradual ability to align with prosody. I also discuss the theoretical benefits (§3.4), the alternative analyses (§3.5), the proper model of variation (§3.6) and the implications for assumed syllabification (§3.7). The notion of Sonority is re-addressed in §4, where I present a program to redefine sonority, and I explain the indirect, yet important, relevance that it has on the main topic of this paper — the distribution of stops.
2. Varying alternants: A case of unstable alternation

Modern Hebrew exhibits patterns of stop-fricative alternation that are historically related to the spirantization rule of Biblical Hebrew. However, MH phonology differs from Biblical Hebrew in ways that impede a straight-forward spirantization process that is entirely based on phonology (as briefly described below). This state of affairs is believed to be the source of the current state of variation in MH, where some prosodic positions regularly trigger high degrees of stop–fricative variation.

While this paper is not focused on determining whether a natural process of spirantization does or does not occur in the phonology of MH speakers, it assumes that when high degrees of stop–fricative variation occur in MH, there are phonological motivations, not related to spirantization itself, that determine the direction and the extent of attested variation within what seems to be a freely varying environment.

The following subsections will go over the background of spirantization in Hebrew, and the current state of variation in MH, as an introduction to the experimental procedure, which utilizes the attested variation in MH to discover current phonotactic trends. The experiment and its results follow this introduction.

2.1. Spirantization in Biblical Hebrew

In Biblical Hebrew (BH), stops and fricatives were in complementary distribution. A process of spirantization changed phonemic stops (excluding glottals, emphatics and geminates) to their fricative allophonic counterparts in post-vocalic positions, as schematized by the rule in (1), a simplification from Barkaï (1974).

\[
\text{(1) } [-\text{son}] \rightarrow [+\text{cont}] / V_\text{--}
\]

To exemplify the application of (1), consider a word-initial stop ([–son, –cont]) such as /b/ in the verb bara 'create' (3MS PERF). When following a vowel, it is expected to change into its

---

2. This is a simplified version of the Biblical Hebrew spirantization rule, which is not uncontroversial. For an overview of various proposals and complications see Idsardi (1998).
fricative ([+cont]) counterpart, [v], e.g. יִוָרָה 'create-3MS-IMPF'. The examples in (2) demonstrate such alternations in BH with four out of the six alternating pairs.

(2) Examples of stop-fricative alternations in BH

a. [t-θ], [k-χ]
   קָהָא: 0א 'write' (3MS PERF) Josh. 8:32
   ייִחְוֶו: 0 'write' (3MS IMPF) Isa. 44:5

b. [g-ɣ], [d-ð]
   גָא. 0ל: 'be great' (3P PERF) Jer. 5:27
   ייִיְו 04: 'be great' (3MP IMPF) Ruth 1:13

The domain of application for Biblical Hebrew spirantization is believed to be higher than the Prosodic Word, as it applies across word boundaries in configurations that suggest a domain such as the Phonological Phrase (Dresher 1994). According to this view, a stop consonant would lose its [–cont] feature when following a vowel, even across words, as long as the words belong to the same phonological phrase. Example (3), from Dresher (1994), demonstrates how stop-initial words spirantize their stops when following vowel-final words within the same phonological phrase (PhP).

(3) /lamma/ /taʕase/ /ko/ → [lamma 0aʕase xo]PhP
   why you.deal thus 'Why do you deal thus?' (Ex. 5.15)

2.2. Spirantization in Modern Hebrew

The phonology of MH brought about substantial changes in the segmental inventory of BH, and, crucially for spirantization, many changes in the obstruent inventory, which led to the loss of many phonetic and phonemic distinctions (for a detailed overview, see Bolozky 1978 and Adam 2002).

---

3. Adapted from McCarthy 1979.
4. The term Phonological Phrase roughly refers here to a unit above the Prosodic Word and below the full Intonation Phrase.
Only three alternating stop-fricative pairs survived in MH: /v-b/, /f-p/ and /k-x/. The fricative counterparts for [g], [t] and [d] ([y], [θ] and [ð], respectively) do not exist in MH, neither as phonemes nor allophones. At the same time, the existing stop-fricative pairs are no longer in complementary distribution in MH for various reasons, as briefly detailed below.

The uvular stop [q] and pharyngeal fricative [h], are pronounced in MH as [k] and [x] respectively, yet these diachronically fronted consonants do not exhibit any alternation in MH (i.e. [k] and [x] that were historically pharyngeal or uvular appear in all environments without ever alternating). A similar process happened with the glide [w], which is pronounced in MH as the fricative [v], again, without ever alternating with [b]. Those different historical origins of the obstruents [k], [x] and [v], are only retained in MH orthography, as they are not phonetically distinct from the similar consonants that were not historically changed (and are expected to alternate).

Furthermore, the phonology of BH included geminates, which would block spirantization in words like [yippol] 'will fall'. The facts about spirantization blockage in BH were among the prominent examples in a series of seminal papers that dealt with the representation of phonological length in multi-tiered frameworks (a partial list includes Leben 1980, McCarthy 1981, Hayes 1986, Schein and Steriade 1987). Although the theoretical formulations differ, a shared claim assumes that "true"/"real" geminates behave like a single entity on the segmental tier. Phonological processes that change the segmental make-up of consonants cannot affect only one half of a real geminate.

The complication in MH arises from the fact that it has no geminates, yet spirantizable consonants that were historically geminates do not alternate. Therefore, in MH, the word [yipol] 'will fall' never changes to *[yifol], although there is no geminate to naturally block spirantization in that post-vocalic position.

Lastly, MH freely adopts loanwords into its lexicon, even when they exhibit violations to the current MH spirantization norm, with no adjustments that would allow it to conform with standard spirantization requirements (e.g. word-initial fricatives, such as in the words falafel ([fa’lafel]), fax ([faks]) and fillet ([fi’le]) are never adjusted to *palafel, *pax and *pillet). This characteristic is carried through the lexical derivation of loanwords as denominative verbs, where a word like fax will get the non-alternating verbal form fikses, not *pikses 'sent a fax'.
This last bit should be attributed to a process known as transfer from the base, in-line with Bat-El’s (1994) account of MH morphology, where denominative verbs serve as evidence that novel verbs in MH are formed from other words (e.g. [faks]) by a process of Stem Modification (Steriade 1988), not from abstract root consonants (e.g. P-K-S). Otherwise, at least some variation should have been expected (e.g. fikses – *pikses).

It is safe to conclude with a claim that many stop-fricative alternations in MH seem to be retained through lexical (prescriptive/normative) rules and by virtue of morphological regularities that are governed by the Semitic templates of Hebrew verbal and nominal morphemes. As such, they are not phonologically motivated from a synchronic viewpoint, since they often correspond to pseudo-phonological distinctions, which are no longer present in the phonetic signal.

Phonologically speaking, this description of spirantization in MH illustrates a case of Opacity (Kiparsky 1971, 1973), where the phonological surface forms contain contradicting evidence to the existence of some principle. The consequences of this state of affairs are presented in Adam’s (2002) extensive study of opacity and variation in MH spirantization, where variation is taken to be the result of opacity and serves as a sign of grammatical change in progress (see also Bat-El 2001).

Adam (2002) focuses on the morphologically rich, yet highly regular, Hebrew verbal paradigms, where systematic stop-fricative alternations are usually followed by speakers according to MH spirantization norm (under the limits of MH’s segmental inventory). However, many speakers often seem to be confused about the status of some alternating obstruent, and as a result they may violate the MH spirantization standard from time to time, thus exhibiting various degrees of variation, both between and within speakers.

According to Adam (2002), there are some consonantal positions within Hebrew verbal paradigms that exhibit higher degrees of variation when occupied by a spirantizable consonant. Adam shows that these varying positions often correlate with specific prosodic configurations, such as the post-consonantal position (when the alternating consonant is the second member of a CC sequence), which is the focus of the following observation.
Post-consonantal variation (alternating obstruent in C\textsubscript{2})

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production (Left column is normative)</th>
<th>Gloss (Fut-Sg.-Ms.-3rd person)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ya-x\textsubscript{por} \sim ya-x\textsubscript{for}</td>
<td>'dig'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. yi-s\textsubscript{por} \sim yi-s\textsubscript{for}</td>
<td>'count'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. yi-k\textsubscript{poc} \sim yi-k\textsubscript{foc}</td>
<td>'jump'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. yi-n\textsubscript{poś} \sim yi-n\textsubscript{fōś}</td>
<td>'go on vacation'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples (4.a-d) present attested variation among MH speakers with an alternating obstruent at the C\textsubscript{2} position (the second member of a consonantal sequence). In all the examples, the second root consonant (i.e. the second consonant of the stem morpheme) is /p-f/. According to the standard requirement it should surface as a stop ([p]) in such post-consonantal environments, yet it often surfaces as a fricative ([f]).

2.3. Is variation free? (rationale of the experiment)

Adam (2002) already established the fact that a higher degree of variation is expected to arise in certain positions that a spirantizable consonant may occupy in the configurations of Hebrew verbal paradigms. As mentioned above, one such position, which is of interest to the following experiment, is the post-consonantal position (i.e. when the alternating obstruent is C\textsubscript{2} in a word medial C\textsubscript{1}C\textsubscript{2} sequence). The question that remains open in this respect is whether all alternating post-consonantal C\textsubscript{2} obstruents in Hebrew verbs exhibit the same degrees of variation.

The assumption of the following experiment is that degrees of variation will differ in correlation with the segmental profile of C\textsubscript{1}, due to phonotactic reasons, not related to spirantization.

Consider again the examples in (4) above, repeated here below in (5). In all four examples (5.a-d) the same spirantizable obstruent ([p-f]) is in the same post-consonantal position (C\textsubscript{2}) of a similar verbal configuration (more details about the verbal configurations in §2.4.1). The main phonological difference among the four examples is the segmental profile of the C\textsubscript{1} consonant: A voiceless fricative in (5.a); a voiceless strident in (5.b); a voiceless stop in (5.c);
and a (voiced) sonorant in (5.d). The following experiment is designed to search for correlations between observed variation trends in C₂ and the segmental profile of C₁.

(5) Post-consonantal variation (emphasis on different C₁)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Production (Left column is normative)</th>
<th>C₁</th>
<th>C₂</th>
<th>Gloss (Sg.-Ms.-3rd person)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ya-xpor ~ ya-xfør</td>
<td>fricative</td>
<td>/x/</td>
<td>'will dig'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. yi-spør ~ yi-sfør</td>
<td>strident</td>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>'will count'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. yi-kpoc ~ yi-kfoc</td>
<td>stop</td>
<td>/k/</td>
<td>'will jump'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. yi-npoš ~ yi-nfosoš</td>
<td>sonorant</td>
<td>/n/</td>
<td>'will go on vacation'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The working hypothesis behind the suggested observation is that when all things are equal except for the profile of C₁, observed variation trends for C₂, that would consistently correlate with C₁’s profile, will reflect universal phonotactic tendencies that are otherwise transparent in the grammar. This is known in the phonological literature as The Emergence of the Unmarked (McCarthy and Prince 1994), commonly abbreviated as TETU. The rationale behind TETU follows from constraint-based frameworks such as Optimality Theory (OT). It assumes that in environments where a given language may permit more than one surface form (i.e. in environments that do not invoke any high ranking constraint), the choices that speakers make may reflect the effects of low ranking unmarked/universal constraints, that are otherwise dominated by higher ranking constraints in that language.

Expressed in other terms: Since all the possible varying forms in (5) are legal, and indeed, attested in MH, it is assumed here that any significant and systematic preference towards one form over another, will reflect the phonotactically preferred sequence, due to unmarked universal constraints that generally rank low in MH.

2.4. Experimental design

Since the stop–fricative variation in MH is a phenomenon that occurs in natural speech more than in careful speech, it would have been most desirable to obtain a phonetically transcribed corpus of spontaneous speech in MH. However, due to the lack of such resources
on a large enough scale, a production experiment was called for. One major task for an experiment of this kind is to try to elicit productions in a manner that would imitate spontaneous speech, as much as possible. Furthermore, it is crucial to try and eliminate any noise from the target stimuli by keeping everything but the controlled variables (the segmental profiles of \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \)) as equal as possible, with minimum uncontrolled biases. The following sub-sections (§2.4.1-6) describe the relevant considerations in the choice of stimuli, on phonological, morphological and pragmatic grounds, as well as the procedural details of the production task, which attempts to elicit responses in a pseudo-spontaneous manner.

2.4.1. Materials: Morphological considerations

All of the verbs in Hebrew must fit into one of the five major verbal configurations (binyan).\(^5\) Each configuration provides prosodic templates where vocalic patterns combine with consonants that carry the lexical meaning, as they assume their respective positions in given C-slots. The relation between the different configurations is derivational, as they change the basic meaning of a given consonantal "skeleton" (to various extents). Within each configuration, rich inflectional morphology that encodes tense, gender, number and person is achieved by mechanisms that combine affixation with various manipulations of the structural properties of the configuration — the prosodic templates and the vocalic patterns (i.e. mechanisms such as ablaut, which change the vocalic arrangement of the template). This highly regular architecture features some predictable \( C_1C_2 \) sequences, where both consonants belong to the base morpheme (not the affixes).\(^6\)

Although relevant CC sequences may appear in all configurations (with full inflectional paradigms considered), only two configurations fulfill the requirements for the experimental design: (1) The configuration features a generally stable production of \( C_2 \) fricatives in post-vocalic position; (2) The configuration exhibits stop–fricative variation when \( C_2 \) is post-

---

\(^5\) The passive configurations, huf'al and pu'al, are dependent on their transitive counterparts, hif'il and pi'el (respectively), and do not count as fully-fledged configurations. Bat-El (2002) argues that these patterns are derived through passivization processes that change the quality of the vowel via melodic overwriting.

\(^6\) I disregard cases where one of the consonants belongs to an affix, since they cannot be manipulated.
(6) Status of C₂ in Hebrew verbal configurations in MH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration (binyan)</th>
<th>Citation form</th>
<th>Spirantizable C₂ is mostly a stable fricative post-V</th>
<th>Spirantizable C₂ often varies post-C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pa‘al</td>
<td>C₁aC₂aC₃</td>
<td>√ tafas / *tapas 'caught'</td>
<td>√ yi-tfas - yi-tpos 'will catch'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pi‘el</td>
<td>C₁iC₂eC₃</td>
<td>*tifes / tipes 'climbed'</td>
<td>*ye-tafs / ye-tapsu 'will climb'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nif‘al</td>
<td>ni-C₁C₂aC₃</td>
<td>√ ti-tafes / *ti-tapes 'will get caught'</td>
<td>√ ni-tfas - ni-tpas 'got caught'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hif‘il</td>
<td>hi-C₁C₂iC₃</td>
<td>X⁷ he-(ʔ)efir / *he-(ʔ)epir 'gone gray'</td>
<td>X *hi-kfic / hi-kpic 'bounced'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hitpa‘el</td>
<td>hit-C₁aC₂eC₃</td>
<td>X¹⁰ *hit-kafel / hit-kapel 'was folded'</td>
<td>X *yit-kaflu / yit-kaplu 'will be folded'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While both pa‘al and nif‘al are similar in the sense that they hardly ever host novel verbs, which include many loanwords (they are not available for new denominative verbs, which most often take the pi‘el form), the pa‘al configuration is more general, i.e. it hosts the largest number of verbs (types and tokens), and it is not considered to reflect any salient semantic function (Berman 1978). This trait of generality of function, which renders it as a default configuration is also shared with the pi‘el configuration (the currently productive default configuration), which failed to satisfy the previous criteria. Therefore, and in order to maintain things as equal as possible, only the pa‘al configuration was used in the experiment (see (7)).

7. Non-varying post-V stop due to the pseudo-geminate position (historical position of geminates).
8. Only the last 2 consonants (C₂C₃) in pi‘el configurations form a sequence.
9. The hif‘il configuration features post-vocalic C₂ consonants only in a marginal set of marked cases, when C₁ is historically a guttural consonant (e.g. he-(ʔ)efir ‘gone gray’), excluding /h(ʔ)→x/ (e.g. hexlim ‘recovered’).
10. Non-varying post-V stop due to the pseudo-geminate position (historical position of geminates).
(7) Productivity and functionality of Hebrew verbal configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration (binyan)</th>
<th>Citation form</th>
<th>Available in novel denominatives</th>
<th>Scope of salient semantic functions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pa’al</td>
<td>CₐC₂C₃</td>
<td>No (√)</td>
<td>General (historical default) (√)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pî’el</td>
<td>CᵢC₂eC₃</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>General (current default)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nîf’al</td>
<td>ni-C₃aC₂C₃</td>
<td>No (√)</td>
<td>Limited (mainly passives and decausatives) (X)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hîf’iî</td>
<td>hi-C₃iC₂C₃</td>
<td>Yes (limited)</td>
<td>Limited (mainly causatives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hitpa’el</td>
<td>hit-C₃aC₂eC₃</td>
<td>Yes (limited)</td>
<td>Limited (mainly reflexives and reciprocals)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As mentioned earlier (§2.2), there are three alternating stop-fricative pairs in MH — [p~f], [b~v] and [k~x] — and none of them is in complementary distribution. All pairs are opaque due to the effects of loanwords and historical/pseudo-geminates. However, the pa’al configuration is generally immune to these effects since loanwords are rarely derived in this verbal configuration, and historically it has no geminate slots (6).

2.4.2. Materials: Phonological considerations

Further reasons for opacity should be attributed to the pairs [b~v] and [k~x] (but not [p~f]) due to the fact that there are [k], [x] and [v] sounds of Hebrew origin that do not alternate even in environments that facilitate systematic alternation in MH. For example, consider the two verbs in Table (I), both are in the pa’al configuration with a stable post-vocalic [v] as the second stem consonant of the citation form (in fact, the two verbs are identical in their citation form). In the future tense, when that second consonant is post-consonantal, the [v] sound that is historically [w] never alternates (I.a), while the [v] sound that historically alternates may exhibit variation (I.b).
Table (I) Differences in behavior of /v/ from different origins

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation form (past Sg.-Ms.-3)</th>
<th>Future (Sg.-Ms.-3)</th>
<th>Origin of [v]</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. tava</td>
<td>yi-tve ~ *yi-tbe</td>
<td>Historical /w/</td>
<td>'plan'/'spin thread'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hebrew letter: &lt;1&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. tava</td>
<td>yi-tba ~ yi-tva</td>
<td>Historical /v-b/</td>
<td>'drown'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hebrew letter: &lt;2&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The [p-f] pair is the only alternating pair that does not feature cases like the one in Table (I), therefore it should be considered as a less "noisy" pair in terms of uncontrolled effects on degrees of variation. To exemplify this last claim, consider example (I.b), where it seems plausible to speculate that due to the phonological similarity with another Hebrew verb (I.a), speakers may show some preference for a post-consonantal stop (yi-tba) to avoid confusion by maximizing distinctions. For these reasons, and, again, in order to keep things as equal as possible, only [p-f] alternations were used in the C2 position of the target stimuli.

2.4.3. Materials: Pragmatic considerations

A preliminary pilot experiment revealed a tendency of high-register/infrequent verbs to prefer the non-normative, non-alternating form, with C2 fricatives in both post-vocalic (citation form) and post-consonantal (future tense) environments. This tendency seems to promote paradigm uniformity via reduction of alternations in high-register/infrequent verbs (Table II). It is possible to speculate that the reasons for this may be related to the fact that unknown or infrequent verbs are hardly used in future conjugations, to the extent that they sound alien in the future tense. In such cases, the normative sound alternation is disfavored as it further increases the alien-ness of such rare word forms.
Table (II) Infrequent/high-register verb

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation form (past Sg.-Ms.-3)</th>
<th>Future (Sg.-Ms.-3)</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. lafat / *lapat</td>
<td>yi-lfot &gt; yi-lpot</td>
<td>15 out of 22 (68%) preferred yi-lfot</td>
<td>'grasp tightly'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. savar / *sabar</td>
<td>yi-svor &gt; yi-sbor</td>
<td>13 out of 22 (59%) preferred yi-svor</td>
<td>'think'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Be that as it may, it seems justified to eliminate infrequent verbs from the target stimuli to avoid the attested noise. However, since reliable accounts on frequency of types and tokens in spoken MH are hard to obtain, a measurement of register for a list of pa’al verbs was obtained using a survey (an online questionnaire), which was passed among 41 colleagues, all with some background in linguistics. Eventually, only the verbs that more than 90% of participants considered as belonging to regular register passed as valid targets.

Lastly, the pilot experiment revealed a noisy trend with bi-consonantal verbs, also known as weak verbs. This set of verbs is irregular as most Hebrew verbs have 3 stem consonants throughout the paradigm. The trend in the case of bi-consonantal verbs was towards a normative C₂ stop in post consonantal positions, a bias which does not seem to be phonologically motivated by phonotactics (Table III).

Other considerations that do not directly involve the segmental profiles of verbs have been shown to be characteristic of weak verbs in MH. For example, Zadok (2012) shows that weak verbs in MH tend to exhibit morphological variations that suggest, among other things, predictions for the final-state of these morphological changes, which involve paradigm shifts. Here, as well, phonological opacity that arises from differences in segmental inventory (between BH and MH) drives this variation in weak verbs. More crucially for the current discussion, it further justifies the treatment of this group of verbs as irregular and therefore "noisy".

11. The arrow sign (>) indicates attested preference. Results were taken from the preliminary pilot experiment.

12. Descriptive statistics of the 41 survey participants: Gender: 63% females and 37% males; Age: 61% were 26-36, 17% were 36-45, another 17% were above 46 and 5% were 18-25; Education: approx. 1/3 undergraduate students, 1/3 graduate students and 1/3 PhD candidates or above.
Table (III) Bi-consonantal verbs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation form (past Sg.-Ms.-3)</th>
<th>Future (Sg.-Ms.-3)</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.  cafa / *capa</td>
<td>yi-cfe &lt; yi-cpe</td>
<td>22 out of 22 (100%) preferred yi-cpe</td>
<td>'observe'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.  sava / *saba</td>
<td>yi-sva &lt; yi-sba</td>
<td>20 out of 22 (91%) preferred yi-sba</td>
<td>'be satiated'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.  kava / *kaba</td>
<td>yi-koa &lt; yi-kba</td>
<td>18 out of 22 (82%) preferred yi-kba</td>
<td>'determine'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.4.4. Materials: Targets and fillers

With the elimination of bi-consonantal and high-register verbs, 9 valid pa’al verbs with p-f as their second consonant were incorporated in the stimuli. These experimental targets reflect a variety of C₁ obstruents (Table IV): 4 with C₁ stops, 3 with C₁ strident fricatives, 1 with a C₁ non-strident fricative, and 1 with a (strident) affricate. All tokens feature a voiceless C₁, except for dafak, in which /d/ is regularly expected to assimilate in voicing with an immediately following voiceless [p-f] consonant (i.e. /yidPok/ → [yiPok], where P = p-f).13

Table (IV) List of target verbs sorted by type of C₁

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C₁ type:</th>
<th>Stop</th>
<th>Strident (fricative)</th>
<th>(non-strident) Fricative</th>
<th>(strident) Affricate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verb tokens (citation form): tafas 'catch'</td>
<td>şafax 'spill'</td>
<td>xafar 'dig'</td>
<td>cafar 'honk'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tafar 'sew'</td>
<td>safar 'count'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dafak 'knock'</td>
<td>safag 'absorb'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kafac 'jump'</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The target verbs were inserted in sentential frames. These sentences were created with minimal consonantal sequences within and across words, and with the lexical, non-metaphoric meanings of the verbs, since metaphorical uses of verbs tend to reject normative forms, as in the verb yidPok→yidfok 'will knock', which does not seem to appear as the normative yidPok with its metaphorically derived meaning, 'screw'-coll. See also

13 This is a simplified view of voicing assimilation in MH. However, given that the initial voiced obstruent is expected to assimilate (lose its voicing) in this sequence, this scenario presents fewer exceptions to a regular voicing assimilation process (Mizrahi, to appear). For more on voicing assimilation in MH see also Bolozky (1978), Malachi and Horvath (1978) and Kreitman (2010).
yaxfor–yaxpor ‘will dig’ in the metaphorical sense of ‘will talk someones head off’, where the normative form yaxpor does not seem to fit due to some sort of register conflict.

(8) a. ובשבוע שעבר הוא חפר את החור
bešavu šavar (h)u xafar et (h)a-bor
‘Last week he dug the hole’

b. עידו דפק היום על דלת
ido dafak (h)ayom al (h)a-delet
‘Ido knocked today on the door’

Filler sentences were added in a 2:1 ratio such that there were 2 fillers for each target. The filler sentences never include a verb in the pa’al configuration to disguise the relative high frequency of the target pa’al verbs among the stimuli. The list was arranged in a pseudo-random order and presented in two opposite orders.

2.4.5. Procedure

Participants were instructed to read aloud sentences that were presented orthographically on a full 13” computer screen. In order to minimize effects of elicitation tasks, which include certain reading intonations and more careful speech with attention to linguistic norms, the sentences were not to be read as is.

All sentences were written in the past or present tense (where C₂ in the target stimuli is a stable post-vocalic fricative), yet participants were instructed to read the sentences to themselves and then utter them in the future conjugation (where C₂ is post-consonantal and tends to vary), which they had to construct "by heart".

Since tense inflections are inherent to verbs they are rather easily conjugated as the task requires. In order to further divert participants’ attention from the verbs themselves, different tense complications were added to all target sentences and most of the filler sentences. These complications included the following types (Table V):
### Table (V) List of conjugation complications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of complication</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a) Adverbs denoting past or present time.                 | i. bešavuš šəavər (h)u xafər et (h)ə-bər  
'Last week he dug the hole'  
ii. ido dafak (h)əyəməni al (h)ə-delet  
'Ido knocked on the door today' |
| b) Embedded clauses with another internal tense inflection.| i. beni kəfar al (h)ə-ətə-sə-əcər  
'Beni honked at the vehicle that stopped'  
ii. (h)ə-kərəš šə-maxzək et (h)ə-əron nišər  
'The board that keeps the cabinet broke' |
| c) Nouns that are similar to present tense verbs (participles) or past tense verbs. | i. (h)u šəmor bə-hərət šəmrə  
'He guards/is a guard in a guarding company'  
ii. (h)u kətəv lə-iynənən xəc  
'He wrote/is a reporter of foreign affairs' |
| d) Conjunctions with two different tenses.                 | i. ba-šəna šə-əvər (h)ə-pənəx (h)ə-nevał xəvəl (h)ə-yəm (h)u pərəx  
'Last year this flower withered but today it is flourishing' |
| e) Present tense copular sentences with no overt copular.  | i. noni mənaš məčəchn  
'Noni (is) really irritating' |

These complications contributed greatly to the fact that participants invested most of their efforts in forming the full sentences in future tense, rendering the verbs among the least challenging (and therefore less salient) aspect of the stimulus.

### 2.4.6. Participants

The experiment was conducted on 24 participants, 14 males and 10 females. The mean age of participants was 30.6 (from 9 to 60 year olds). The two opposite list orders were split evenly among the 24 participants. In the analysis of the results, no significant effects were found for list order, gender or age (verified with non-parametric Kruskal Wallis tests). A marginal effect was found between participants’ age and the target safag. Apparently, the very few productions of a post-consonantal fricative in yisfog came from the younger edge of the age spectrum.
2.5. Results

The participants' responses were recoded to a computer, using a standard dynamic microphone (Shure SM58) and a semi-professional audio interface (Metric Halo MIO2882), using standard CD quality A/D conversion (44,100Hz, 16 bit). When analyzing the recordings (on the basis of audition), values were assigned to a spreadsheet, reflecting the production of post-consonantal $C_2$ in all target sentences such that 0 (zero) reflects a production of $C_2$ stop and 1 reflects a production of $C_2$ fricative. Eventually, verbs with higher scores are the ones that more participants uttered with a post-consonantal $C_2$ fricative, while low scores (below 0.5) reflect more post-consonantal $C_2$ stop productions (the normative form). The results for the 9 target verbs form 3 significantly distinct groups (see Figure i and Table VI).

**Figure (i)** Mean values of post-consonantal $C_2$ productions (0=stop; 1=fricative)
Table (VI) Summary of results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
<th>Conclusion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I.</td>
<td>Three of the four verbs with C\textsubscript{1} stops (t\textit{afas, dafak} and \textit{kafac}) are not significantly different from each other ($\chi^2(2) = 3.500, p = .174$), while they are all significantly different from chance ($p &lt; .007$). \textbf{The trend in this case is to prefer C\textsubscript{2} fricatives when following stops.}</td>
<td>[stop]-[fricative] &gt; [stop]-[stop] (e.g. yit\textit{f}os is better than yit\textit{p}os)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II.</td>
<td>The group of C\textsubscript{1} strident fricatives (s\textit{afax, safar} and s\textit{afag}) are not significantly different from each other ($\chi^2(2) = 4.667, p = .097$), while they are all significantly different from chance ($p &lt; .001$). \textbf{The trend in this case is to prefer C\textsubscript{2} stops when following strident fricatives.}</td>
<td>[strident]-[fricative] &lt; [strident]-[stop] (e.g. yis\textit{p}or is better than yis\textit{f}or)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III.</td>
<td>The one verb with a C\textsubscript{1} fricative (x\textit{far}), as well as the one with a C\textsubscript{1} affricate (c\textit{afar}), and one of the four C\textsubscript{1} stops (t\textit{afar}) were found to be not significantly different from each other ($\chi^2(2) = 3.556, p = .169$), nor from chance ($p &gt; .541$). \textbf{No observable trend.}</td>
<td>[affricate]-[stop] ~ [affricate]-[fricative] [fricative]-[stop] ~ [fricative]-[fricative]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given an interpretation that stops prefer a following fricative (group I) while strident fricatives prefer a following stop (group II), the large degree of variation attested with the ("neutral") group (III) is expected with the affricate ([c]), which embodies characteristics of both stops and stridents (hence split between opposite trends), as well as with the non-strident fricative ([x)], which lacks any of the above characteristics (hence shows no clear preference).

Note that the "misbehaved" verb with C\textsubscript{1} stop (t\textit{afar}), which patterns with the neutral group (III), is, in fact, not significantly different from t\textit{afas}, the lowest ranking member in group (I). However, the same is also true for x\textit{far}, which received the same score as t\textit{afar}, and both were found to be not significantly different from chance.

While this issue remains unresolved, it does not overshadow the main trends that are attested in groups (I) and (II) regarding the influence of occlusion (in stop-initial sequences)

---

14 Group patterning were verified with Related-Samples Cochran’s Q tests, while verifications of difference from chance were done using a One-Sample Binominal test.
and stridency (in strident-initial sequences) on the preference for a stop vs. fricative in C₂. The following analysis (§3) focuses on the trend revealed in group (I), to prefer a C₂ fricative when following a C₁ stop.

3. Analysis

One possibility to explain the attested trend for preferred C₂ fricatives when following C₁ stops (group I) is based on the notion of Alignment (McCarthy & Prince, 1993).

(9) ALIGN-L(Stop,σ)

For every Stop consonant, there is a σ (syllable) such that the left edge of Stop coincides with the left edge of σ

If it can be shown that an unmarked ALIGN-LEFT constraint drives stops to be left-aligned with syllable edges (i.e. stops should be onsets), we would be in a position to claim that a sequence of two stops, such as in yitpos, must include one violation of this alignment constraint, while a sequence with one stop (e.g. yitfös) may satisfy it, provided that the sequence syllabifies as a complex onset. Table (VII) uses OT notations to illustrates this example with candidates that differ in segmental qualities of C₂ (VII.a-b vs. VII.c-d) and syllabification of the CC sequence (VII.a,c vs. VII.b,d).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yitPos/</th>
<th>ALIGN-L(Stop,σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yit.pos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.tpos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yit.fos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.☞[yi.tfos]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (VII) ALIGN-L(Stop,σ) with future conjugation of [tafas] 'will catch'

A sequence of two stops (VII.a-b) is disfavored since one of the stops cannot be properly aligned with the left edge of a syllable. A sequence containing only one stop (VII.c-d) will be
favored provided that the medial sequence is syllabified as a complex onset (VII.d), whereby the stop consonant is properly left-aligned (compare with (VII.c)).

3.1. Segmental-prosodic alignment: Theoretical account

McCarthy & Prince (1993) show that a simple set of alignment constraints between segments (consonants and vowels) on the one hand, and syllables on the other, can cover a vast range of principles in syllable theory, that are otherwise stated with construction-specific constraints such as Onset, *Coda, *Diphong and CodaCondition (Itô 1986, 1989). A key element in traditional alignment constraints is that their logical statement works such that the first argument is quantified universally (“every X”) and the second argument is quantified existentially (“some Y”). Therefore, Align-L(σ,C) is equivalent to Onset, since it requires that every syllable be left-aligned with a consonant (i.e. all syllables must have onsets), while Align-L(C,σ) subsumes CodaCondition, since it requires that every consonant be left-aligned with a syllable (i.e. all consonants must be mapped to some onset position). In order to fully account for different coda conditions that different languages impose on coda distribution, Itô and Mester (1999) rely on the built-in architecture of a “family of constraints”, such that Align-L(C,σ) is a general statement, which encapsulates a fixed typological hierarchy of more specific statements, defined by consonantal features in the place of the first argument, C. For example, Itô and Mester (1999) suggest replacing McCarthy and Prince’s (1994) *[pharyngeal] construction-specific variant of CodaCondition for Biblical Hebrew and Bedouin Arabic, with the alignment constraint Align-L([pharyngeal],σ), which is a member of the family of Align-L(C,σ).

Given the hierarchical typology of Align-L(C,σ), the alignment constraint suggested here (9), is similar to Align-L([pharyngeal],σ) in that it specifies the features of the first general argument (C). The main difference being the type of specified feature: The feature [pharyngeal] describes Place of Articulation while the category Stop describes Manner of Articulation (the following section motivates the use of Stop as the constraint’s first argument). Since it is widely accepted that stops are the least marked onset consonants, it should be relatively easy to further justify a hierarchical typology in which Align-L(Stop,σ) dominates Align-L(Nasa1,σ), and so forth.
3.2. Articulatory support

The fact that stops block the airflow within the stream of speech is captured in the phonological literature, to some extent, with the binary feature [±continuant], where stops are [–continuant]. This value is also shared by nasals (and sometimes laterals) that are, indeed, released with a burst, in manners that resemble the release of stops, yet they do not block the airflow at their closure node like stops do. Nasals and laterals allow continuant airflow at their closure (even if it is restricted to lateral release or diverted to the nasal cavity), and unlike stops they have the cross-linguistically attested distribution and behavior of sonorants (e.g. they rarely appear in the beginning of complex onsets, they can often fill a nucleus position and voiceless nasals/laterals are highly marked).

Within the binary feature system it is possible to distinguish the natural class of stops with a combination of two unrelated features, [–continuant] and [–sonorant], but that formal fact disregards an important articulatory feature, which is pivotal for the following description, in which the difference between the sub-segmental features closure and release plays a crucial role in determining the direction of syllabic alignment for stops, and their preferred phonotactic configurations.

To some extent, the above is in line with Steriade's (1992, 1993) oral aperture nodes. The aperture nodes replace binary features, such as [±continuant], by representing the stricture of the oral tract. This corresponds to closure and release of stops much in the same way that I propose, such that the closure node is represented as $A_0$ (‘aperture zero’) and the release is represented as $A_{\text{max}}$ (‘maximal aperture’). However, my proposal differs, among other things, in that it does not represent the stricture of the oral tract, but, rather, the stricture of the vocal tract, which includes the nasal cavity as well as the oral. The consequences of these differences are apparent when dealing with nasals, since in my model nasals have an open closure node ([+closure]) unlike stops, and a [–continuant] release, just like stops.
3.2.1. Onset vs. Coda stops

**Figure (ii)** Prosodic nodes and sub-segmental alignment scheme for [dag] ‘fish’

Legend: [ ] = syllabic boundaries; **Ons**(et), **Ri**(me), **Nuc**(leus), **Cod**(a), **Rel**(ease), **Clo**(sure)\(^{15}\).

Figure (ii) shows a sketch of a CVC syllable, occupied by stops in its two consonantal positions (demonstrated by the Hebrew word *dag* ‘fish’). The sub-segmental tier at the bottom shows the points of *Closure* and *Release* of the two stops. The dashed vertical grey arrows show the alignment between sub-segmental closure nodes and boundaries at the syllabic and sub-syllabic tiers.

Assuming that the release of [g], at coda position, is included within the margins of the CVC unit, its closure node aligns within the rime, blocking the airflow between the vowel in the nucleus position and the release of the stop in coda position. In onset position, on the other hand, [d] can align its closure node with the left edge of the syllable.

Figure (ii) shows that a stop consonant in coda position is problematic for two different reasons: (1) It is not aligned with any syllabic boundary at the syllabic tier; (2) It breaks the rime in the middle at the sub-syllabic tier. This description phonetically motivates the strong tendency of stops to align left with a syllable (i.e. to assume the onset position), but note that in the CVC example in Figure (ii), the onset stop ([d]) aligns its closure node with the left edge of a syllable provided that this CVC syllable is either word-initial, or better yet, phrase-initial. The following paragraphs deal with various scenarios where an onset stop is in word-medial positions.

\(^{15}\) **Clo([-])** = closure node in full blockage mode (i.e. [–closure]).
3.2.2. Medial onsets: Post-vocalic vs. homorganic post-consonantal stops

Figures (iii)-(vi) demonstrate a near-minimal set of disyllabic words, with emphasis on the onset of the second, unstressed syllable.\(^{16}\) The word in Figure (iii), *samba*, demonstrates a case where the onset stop ([b]) is in a post consonantal position. More specifically, it is in a homorganic sequence with the preceding coda ([m]). Homorganic sequences, which share a common place of articulation, often take this general form of NC ([Nasal]–[Stop]) and are often considered, together with geminates, as a single unit that is “doubly place-linked” in nonlinear representations (Steriade 1982, Itô 1986, 1989). Padgett (1994) proposes that in homorganic clusters the cluster-initial nasal/lateral shares its closure with the following consonant, based on a feature geometry where stricture is dominated by Place node.

This is reflected in the articulatory description in Figure (iii), where the nasal in coda position "takes over" the closure portion of the stop, which, in turn, "takes over" the release portion of the nasal (i.e. there is a division of labor such that the nasal is realized only on the closure node and the stop is realized only on the release node). It is widely accepted to claim in such cases that the second syllable starts with the release of the stop. Therefore, only the release node is aligned left, but this does not create a problem since the preceding closure node of a stop in homorganic sequences is not fully blocking the airflow (considering that nasal cavity airflow does not constitute an airflow blockage).

\(\text{Figure (iii)}\) Proodic nodes and sub-segmental alignment scheme (post-consonantal stop)

Stop in homorganic sequence: [ˈsam.ba] 'Samba'

---

\(^{16}\) Stress location is not assumed to affect the basic articulatory synchronization of speech events in a relevant way. Words in the examples are arbitrarily chosen with a trochee foot to keep things as equal as possible.
The word in Figure (iv), saba 'grandfather', differs from the word in Figure (iii) only in the lack of a nasal. The stop, [b], appears in onset position between two vowels. Here as well, the second syllable starts with the release of the stop (imagine, for example, that a speaker puts a pause between the two syllables—the beginning of the second syllable will be clearly aligned with the audible release of the stop, not the silent pause that precedes it). The silent portion that articulatorily corresponds to the blockage of the closure node, precedes the release, and, therefore, precedes the syllabic boundary, thus failing to align with it. Note, however, that unlike the two violations that a stop incurs when in coda position (Figure ii), the mis-alignment of intra-vocalic onset stops should be regarded as a "softer" violation since they do not break any sub-syllabic constituent, such as the rime, in the middle.

**Figure (iv) Prosodic nodes and sub-segmental alignment scheme (intra-vocalic stop)**

**Stop in VCV: ['sa.ba] 'grandfather'**

This alignment problem is unique to stops (or to [-closure] segments). Figures (v)-(vi) demonstrate how an intra-vocalic onset with a non-blocking closure node ([+closure]), whether it is a sonorant (Figure v) or a fricative (Figure vi), manages to align its closure node with the left edge of the second syllable (again, it is helpful to imagine a speaker putting a pause between the two syllables—the second syllable begins with the audible [+closure] node of the onset, before the release).
Figure (v) Prosodic nodes and sub-segmental alignment scheme (intra-vocalic sonorant)

Nasal in VCV: [ˈsa.ma] 'there'

![Diagram of nasal in VCV]

Figure (vi) Prosodic nodes and sub-segmental alignment scheme (intra-vocalic fricative)

Fricative in VCV: [ˈka.va] 'cava' (generic brand name of popular Spanish sparkling wine)

![Diagram of fricative in VCV]

To demonstrate the idea that the closure node of a stop consonant is within the margins of a preceding coda it is helpful to consider word/phrase-final coda stops. In languages that permit such distribution of coda stops, it appears that they are often unreleased (or, more accurately, articulated without a perceptually audible release) in word/phrase-final positions. The transition of formants from the nucleus to the closure node of a stop often suffices in order to perceptually recover the place information of the inaudibly released stop, even though the closure node of a stop is, in itself, inaudible (see Abramson and Tingsabadh’s 1999 account of English and Thai final stops and Iverson’s 2006 account of final stops in Korean loanwords). This case is even stronger for unreleased word/phrase-final sonorant [−cont] consonants such as nasals and laterals, which, unlike stops, have the capacity for audible information in their closure node, and are therefore more easily recoverable without an audible release.\(^{17}\)

\(^{17}\) Note that nasals are more informative about their place of articulation in their release node rather than their
This tendency to avoid an audible final release of [–cont] consonants should be related to the fact that their release is characterized by a sudden burst of energy which is best suited to open a (syllabic) unit such that following segments will retain or increase the airflow pressure towards the following nucleus (in line with optimal sonority profiles). Interestingly, in some languages there is a process of aspiration that occurs on final coda stops (see the discussion in Goad and Brannen 2003 for an overview of epenthesis and aspiration in word-final stops, with children acquiring language, as well as some adult grammars). This tactic satisfies the requirement for a faithful audible release of stops, while marking them as final (i.e. not opening a following unit) or, alternatively, reflecting the syllabification of final stops as onsets.

3.2.3. Heterorganic post-consonantal stops

Figure (iii) above demonstrated one specific case of stops in post-consonantal positions—a case of a homorganic onset stop (sam.ba). Since nasals in MH, as well as cross-linguistically, often assimilate their place of articulation with an immediately following stop, I will assume here that any NC sequence is, at least potentially, homorganic. This still leaves open the alignment status of stops in post-consonantal positions, when the preceding $C_1$ is a heterorganic fricative, liquid or glide.

We know from spirantization phenomena that a stop may spirantize not only post-vocally but sometimes also when following (or between) sonorant consonants, such as glides and even liquids and nasals (10). This evidence suggests that stops do not perfectly align their closure node when following a heterorganic consonant, since in such cases they may exhibit similar behavior to stops in post-vocalic environments (i.e. they may spirantize).

---

18. I elaborate on the various sonority-based principles in §3.5 below.
(10) Biblical Hebrew 19
   a. /ha:yta:/ → [ha:y.θa:] 'be' (Sg.-Fm.-3rd person, past)
Spanish 20
   b. /el beso/ → [el βeso] 'the kiss'

The neutralization of airflow blockage is contingent upon the preceding (or surrounding) airflow intensity, among other things. A highly disrupted airflow, such as in fricatives, is minimally distant from a fully blocked airflow, and, evidently, a fricative usually does not suffice in triggering spirantization (i.e. stops more rarely spirantize when following fricatives). Vowels, on the other hand, are maximally distant from a fully blocked airflow, and, apparently, they do suffice in triggering spirantization. In line with this description, sonorant consonants, that are mid-distant from a fully blocked airflow, may or may not suffice in triggering spirantization.

In the following sections that deal with spirantization processes I will ignore this complexity by describing only cases where the triggering environment is vocalic. In some cases I avoid this complexity by adopting the solution paved by Prince (1975), where a post-nucleus (rather than post-vocalic) environment is defined as the triggering environment. A post-nucleus environment is considered to subsume both post-vocalic and post-sonorant spirantization processes (considering that sonorant consonants that trigger spirantization are, like vowels, syllabified within the nucleus of the preceding syllable, not its coda).

To conclude, it appears that only in certain syllabic positions (onset) and structural configurations (phrase-initial position and C₂ of a homorganic sequence), stops do not misalign their closure node, and, as a result, remain more immune to alternation (again, this description discards the contribution of preceding airflow intensity to this issue of sound-change "immunity"). The underlying assumption is that syllables are units that optimally regulate airflow sequences such that a full blockage is limited to configurations where it is optimally aligned.

20. Adapted from Baković (1994).
3.3. Empirical support

Going back to the notion of spirantization as a natural process that compromises the occlusion (or airflow blockage) of stops in certain environments, it is of interest to note that pre-vocalic positions never constitute a sufficient condition for spirantization. A natural process such as the one schematized by the rule in (11) is unlikely, and to the best of my knowledge, not attested cross-linguistically.

(11) \([-\text{son}] \rightarrow [+\text{cont}] / \_V\) (Unlikely)

These empirical facts about natural spirantization are in-line with the theoretical alignment constraint and the articulatory-based description proposed here, assuming a phonetic motivation for the weakening of stop’s occlusion in post-vocalic positions. However, in order to adequately account for natural spirantization processes with the proposed alignment devices, further elaboration is required. In the following section (§3.4) I will demonstrate that, and show the advantages of the proposed alignment constraint over previously used construction-specific devices in describing the cross-linguistically preferred/unmarked onset consonant.

3.4. Theoretical benefits of ALIGN-L

So far, I’ve shown that the proposed constraint in (9), \(\text{ALIGN-L(Stop,}\sigma)\), is phonetically motivated and can be naturally derived from McCarthy & Prince’s (1993) \(\text{ALIGN-L(C,}\sigma)\), which they originally proposed in order to cover various phenomena that were previously handled with the construction-specific CodaCondition constraint (see also Itô and Mester 1999, for extensive overview of the alignment schema coverage of coda conditions). The relationship between the two alignment constraints was defined by the notion of a ”family of constraints”, utilizing the built-in hierarchical typology of Optimality Theory constraints. This was achieved by further specification of the first argument, \(C(\text{onsonant})\), with the manner feature \(\text{Stop}\). (12) illustrates the relevant underlying hierarchy, based on Adam’s
(2002) demonstration of the hierarchy of sonority values in onset position, where C is specified for manner.\textsuperscript{21}

\begin{equation}
(12) \quad \text{Hierarchy of manner-specified } C, \text{ derived from } \text{Align-}L(C,\sigma) \\
\text{ALIGN-L:} \\
(\text{Stop},\sigma) \Rightarrow (\text{Fricative},\sigma) \Rightarrow (\text{Nasal},\sigma) \Rightarrow (\text{Liquid},\sigma) \Rightarrow (\text{Glide},\sigma)
\end{equation}

The following sub-sections will show another specification of the first argument of an \text{ALIGN-L}(C,\sigma) constraint (motivated by the articulatory description in §3.2 above), where sub-segmental nodes are also considered in order to cover natural spirantization processes (§3.4.1). I will also show the derived typology of this proposal (§3.4.2) and its advantages in providing a more elegant answer to the following puzzle: \textit{which consonant is the least marked consonant in a VCV environment?} (§3.4.3).

3.4.1. Accounting for natural spirantization

Languages that exhibit natural spirantization processes may condition the underlying stop consonant with various segmental features. Indeed, different combinations are attested, where some languages limit spirantizable stops by voicing (e.g. voiceless stops do not alternate in Spanish) and/or places of articulation (e.g. emphatic stops do not alternate in BH). Furthermore, the triggering environment for spirantization may also vary cross-linguistically. A post-vocalic position is a necessary condition, which may be sufficient to trigger spirantization in languages like Biblical Hebrew (Table VIII.a), while a pre-vocalic position is never sufficient for spirantization (VIII.b). However, the environment defined by the rule in (VIII.c), where the stop consonant appears between two vowels, is always sufficient in languages that permit spirantization.\textsuperscript{22}

\textsuperscript{21} Adam (2002, p. 144) bases this common hierarchy on sonority-based principles following Steriade (1982), Vennemann (1988) and Clements (1990). She formally defines this hierarchy as follows: *\sigma[GLIDE] \Rightarrow *\sigma[L]IQUID \Rightarrow *\sigma[NASAL] \Rightarrow *\sigma[F]RICATIVE \Rightarrow *\sigma[STOP].

\textsuperscript{22} For simplicity’s sake, I describe only vocalic segments as the relevant speech sounds in the triggering environment for spirantization. In reality, also consonants may suffice for spirantization in some languages and even in some particular cases of Biblical Hebrew (Idsardi 1998).
Table (VIII) Triggering environments for natural spirantization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spirantization Rule (schematic)</th>
<th>Triggering condition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ([–\text{son}] \rightarrow [+\text{cont}] / \text{V}__)</td>
<td>Necessary condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ([–\text{son}] \rightarrow [+\text{cont}] / _\text{V} )</td>
<td>Insufficient condition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ([–\text{son}] \rightarrow [+\text{cont}] / \text{V}__\text{V} )</td>
<td>Sufficient condition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The case of VCV environments (VIII.c) is especially interesting since only one syllabification option is commonly assumed in that scenario. The consonant between two vowels presumably syllabifies as the onset of the second syllable, which takes the following vowel as its nucleus (V.CV, not *VC.V). Hence, it is clear that in languages that exhibit spirantization, stops may alternate not just in coda positions, but in onset positions as well.

This fact does not seem to be covered by the proposed alignment constraint, \texttt{ALIGN-L} (\texttt{Stop,}\texttt{σ}), since it does not target onset stops as illformed (i.e. it does not rule out forms like *\textit{ka.pac 'jumped'}). However, an elaboration of \texttt{ALIGN-L(Stop,}\texttt{σ)}, which would cover the facts of spirantization, is straight-forwardly available if we consider it as a general constraint that can be further specified with the sub-segmental manner feature, [–closure], to represent the airflow blockage of stops’ closure node, in-line with the articulatory description presented in §3.2 above.

\begin{align}
(13) & \texttt{ALIGN-L([–closure],}\texttt{σ)} \\
& \quad \text{For every [–closure] (closure portion of a stop consonant), there is a } \sigma \text{ (syllable) such that the left edge of [–closure] coincides with the left edge of } \sigma
\end{align}

This formal form of the more specified constraint allows languages that permit spirantization to be more strict in their demand to not just align their stops with syllables, but also to align stops in proper configurations, where their closure node is not mis-aligned.

For example, consider the Spanish word for 'finger', \textit{dedo}, which is pronounced in most dialects with the second stop spirantized (\textit{de.ðo}). That second stop, which appears between two vowels, does not align its closure node with a syllable, although it is in the onset position of the second syllable (comparable with \textit{sa.\textit{ba}} from Figure (iv) above).
Tableaux (1-3) illustrate this example and two others, showing how the correct candidates win with a simple interplay of the family of \textsc{Align-L}(C,\sigma) constraints (14).

\begin{center}
(14) \textsc{Align-L}(\text{Stop},\sigma) \gg \textsc{Align-L}(\{–\text{closure}\},\sigma)
\end{center}

The relevant fixed hierarchy that the family of alignment constraints underlies (14), outranks the faithfulness constraint \textsc{Ident}[\text{Stop}], a variant of the standard \textsc{Ident}(F) constraints (McCarthy and Prince 1995), which bans underlying stops from surfacing with other manners of articulation (e.g. ban an alternation of stops into fricatives). Tableau (2) also features the markedness constraint \textsc{Scl} (Syllable Contact Law, Murray and Vennemann 1983, Vennemann 1988), to eventually choose a more properly syllabified candidate (the exact ranking of \textsc{Scl} in relation with all the other constraints is, in itself, irrelevant to the current analysis).\footnote{More on the \textsc{Scl}, and other sonority-based principles, in \S 3.5. below.}

\textbf{Tableau (1) Spanish: dedo ‘finger’}

\begin{table}[h]
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
/\text{dedo}/ & \textsc{Align-L}(\text{Stop},\sigma) & \textsc{Align-L}(\{–\text{closure}\},\sigma) & \textsc{Ident}[\text{Stop}] \\
\hline
a. [de.do] &  & *! &  \\
\hline
b. [\delta e.do] &  & *! & * \\
\hline
c. [\delta e.\delta o] &  & **! &  \\
\hline
d. [\delta e.\delta o] &  &  & * \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

None of the candidates (1.a-d) violates \textsc{Align-L}(\text{Stop},\sigma) since all stops are in onset positions, yet candidates (1.a-b) violate \textsc{Align-L}(\{–\text{closure}\},\sigma) due to the stop in post-vocalic mid-word position, which does not align its closure node with the left edge of a syllable. Eventually, the winning candidate (1.d) is the one that minimally violates the faithfulness constraint, \textsc{Ident}[\text{Stop}] (compare with (1.c)).
**Tableau (2) Spanish: cubrir ‘cover’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/kubrir/</th>
<th>ALIGN-L (Stop,σ)</th>
<th>ALIGN-L ([–closure],σ)</th>
<th>IDENT[Stop]</th>
<th>SCL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [kub.riɾ]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [ku.riɾ]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [kuβ.riɾ]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ⇒[kuβ.riɾ]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Candidate (2.a) violates ALIGN-L(Stop,σ) due to the syllabification of a stop consonant in coda position, and both candidates, (2.a-b), violate ALIGN-L([–closure],σ) since they fail to left-align the closure node of the post-vocalic stop [b]. Candidates (2.c-d) vacuously satisfy the alignment constraints since they feature a fricative rather than a stop (therefore, they equally violate IDENT[Stop]). Eventually, only (2.d) satisfies SCL.

**Tableau (3) Spanish: donde ‘where’**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/donde/</th>
<th>ALIGN-L (Stop,σ)</th>
<th>ALIGN-L ([–closure],σ)</th>
<th>IDENT[Stop]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| a. ⇒[don.de] | | | *
| b. [don.de] | | *! |
| c. [don.de] | | *! |
| d. [don.de] | | *! |

The 2 stop consonants of candidate (3.a) do not violate any of the alignment constraints since one of them is phrase-initial and the other one is homorganic (comparable with sam.ba from Figure iii above). Since all stops are properly aligned, the winning candidate (3.a), which does not feature any alternation of stops into fricatives, also does not violate IDENT[Stop], while all other candidates (3.b-d) do.

Baković (1995) proposed a comparable alignment constraint, utilizing Steriade's (1992, 1993) oral aperture nodes, which he termed STRONG ONSET. The formal form of this constraint is ALIGN-L(σ,A₀) which requires that every syllable will be left-aligned with an oral closure. Note that the two aligned categories, that of the prosodic category (syllable) and that of the segmental category (aperture zero), are in the opposite direction in this proposal since
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Baković (1995) assumes that the underlying forms in Spanish spirantization are fricatives (or more accurately, approximants) and they surface as stops when they can optimally satisfy \textsc{Strong Onset}.

### 3.4.2. Factorial typology

The typology of the constraints in Tableaux (1-3) suggests three possible grammars that differ in the hierarchical position of the faithfulness constraint in relation to the fixed hierarchy of the two alignment constraints, as shown in Table (IX).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Constraint ranking</th>
<th>Resulting grammar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. \textsc{Align-L}(\text{Stop},\sigma) \rightarrow \textsc{Align-L}(\text{[–closure]},\sigma) \rightarrow \textsc{Ident}[\text{Stop}]</td>
<td>Spirantization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. \textsc{Align-L}(\text{Stop},\sigma) \rightarrow \textsc{Ident}[\text{Stop}] \rightarrow \textsc{Align-L}(\text{[–closure]},\sigma)</td>
<td>CodaCondition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. \textsc{Ident}[\text{Stop}] \rightarrow \textsc{Align-L}(\text{Stop},\sigma) \rightarrow \textsc{Align-L}(\text{[–closure]},\sigma)</td>
<td>No alignment restriction on the distribution of stops</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The "resulting grammars" in Table (IX) point towards familiar, well-documented grammar types, which the given rankings would naturally fit with, yet the rankings in (IX.a-c) do not attempt to adequately describe them, of course. For example, In a language that restricts coda consonants, the ranking in (IX.b) would, most probably, fit well, but it only exhibits a narrow prediction for stops. To effectively account for a Coda Condition grammar, other family members of the alignment constraints, that consider other classes of consonants (such as members of the hierarchy in (12) above) would have to be incorporated into the grammar. Likewise, the ranking in (IX.c) is far from an adequate description, yet for the opposite reason, since it is too broad. It should fit well with any language that tolerates stops in coda positions. The spirantization grammar in (IX.a) also lacks various specifications that would be necessary in order to limit the set of alternating stops and the triggering environments for the process of spirantization in various languages.
3.4.3. Accounting for the optimal C in VCV

Apart from its ability to account for natural spirantization processes, the proposed alignment scheme also contributes to a more general puzzle that arises from the reality of spirantization processes as "well-formedness" constraints. As mentioned before, it is commonly assumed that the unmarked onset consonant is a stop (at least since Jakobson 1941). At the same time, it is commonly assumed that the consonant in VCV environments syllabifies as an onset (although see Breen and Pensalfini’s 1999 account of Arrente and Topintzi’s 2008 account of moraic onsets for contradictory evidence). However, in grammars that promote spirantization the preferred onset consonant in VCV environments is a fricative, on grounds of well-formedness (i.e. due to phonetically/universally grounded principles, as opposed to language-specific faithfulness requirements).24 The standard theory often uses construction-specific constraints to account for spirantization. Such cases, therefore, present us with two competing well-formedness (or markedness) constraints: One for the unmarked onset (by standardly assuming that a constraint such as $[^*\text{STOP}]$ is the lowest ranking variant of its kind), and another one for spirantization (such as $[^*V\text{-STOP}]$ (McCarthy 1996)). These different markedness constraints are superficially unrelated and they are not inherently ranked in respect to each other.

With the family of ALIGN-$L(C,\sigma)$ constraints, it is possible to account for the unmarked onset syllable with a single mechanism that maintains a universally fixed hierarchy of well-formedness constraints, ALIGN-$L(\text{Stop},\sigma) \gg$ ALIGN-$L([\text{-closure}],\sigma)$. Cross-linguistically, the unmarked onset consonant is, indeed, a stop. However, the prediction for the preferred onset consonant is contingent upon structural configurations such as the initial position of Prosodic Phrases (Figure ii), or the second member of homorganic sequences (Figure iii), where the closure node of a stop does not mis-align. In other words, the set of alignment constraints predicts that the unmarked C in isolated CV syllables is a stop, but in VCV environments it is a fricative. This reality is often obscured by language-specific faithfulness constraints, in cases where stops and fricatives are not in complementary distribution and IDENT constraints retain the phonemic distinction between the two groups of obstruents at all the relevant environments.

24 See also Lleó and Rakow (2005).
3.5. Reviewing alternatives

Before moving on, it should make sense to consider alternative analyses to the experimental results, with other tools that are already available in the theory. For example, it should make sense to consider the family of Obligatory Contour Principle (OCP, Leben 1973, 1978; McCarthy 1986) constraints, namely OCP-MANNER, which should ban the occurrence of two adjacent segments that share the same manner of articulation. This analysis will have to be further elaborated since no such effect was attested with two adjacent fricatives (\textit{yaxpor} was not significantly better than \textit{yaxfor}). This is possible if we maintain a fixed derived hierarchy where OCP-STOP is ranked higher than OCP-FRICATIVE, yet this plausible description does not explain much, as it does not lend a clue to let us understand why stops are more sensitive than fricatives to OCP effects. OCP, in that case, is only a descriptive tool, and as such it has less power than \textsc{Align-L}.

Another familiar tool in the theory, that will yield similar results to \textsc{Align-L} when accounting for the trends in group (I), is the set of sonority-based principles, namely: Sonority Sequencing Principle (SSP), Syllable Contact Law (SCL; Murray and Vennemann 1983, Vennemann 1988) and the Sonority Dispersion Principle (SDP; Clements 1990, 1992).

According to the SSP, the optimal tautosyllabic consonant cluster (a complex onset or coda) retains a monotonous rise towards the peak/nucleus (i.e. optimal onset clusters steadily rise in sonority level), and a monotonous drop from the peak/nucleus (i.e. optimal coda clusters steadily drop in sonority level).

\begin{quote}
\textbf{(15) Sonority Sequencing Principle}\textsuperscript{25} \\
a. In every syllable there is exactly one peak of sonority, contained in the nucleus. \\
b. Syllable margins exhibit a unidirectional sonority slope, rising toward the nucleus.
\end{quote}

While SSP makes predictions within a syllable for tautosyllabic consonant clusters that map to complex onsets or codas, the capacity of the SCL concerns heterosyllabic sequences of consonants, at the contact between two adjacent syllables (16).

\textsuperscript{25} This formulation of the SSP is taken from Parker (2002:8).
**Syllable Contact Law**

A syllable contact A.B is the more preferred, the less the consonantal strength of the offset A and the greater the consonantal strength of the onset B.

Clements' (1990) Syllable Dispersion Principle (SDP) partly overlaps with both the SSP and SCL, while also introducing some novel advantages. The gist of it requires that onset positions will be *maximally* distant in sonority level from the following nucleus (i.e. it’s better to have a consonant in onset position and the best onset is the least-sonorant obstruent), while coda positions should be *minimally* distant in sonority level from the preceding nucleus (i.e. it’s better to have a the most sonorant possible segment in coda position and it’s best to have no coda at all).

For the limited purposes of the experimental data I present here, the SCL and SDP yield similar predictions. In both cases a heterosyllabic sequence of consonants, \( C_1C_2 \), is preferred if the coda of the first syllable, \( C_1 \), is more sonorous than the following onset, \( C_2 \) (17.a). In the alternative scenario, a medial sequence could be a tautosyllabic onset cluster, which is restricted by the SSP to rising clusters, where \( C_1 \) should be less sonorous than \( C_2 \) (17.b).

\[
\begin{align*}
(17) & \quad \text{a. SCL preference: } C_1 > C_2 \\
& \quad \text{b. SSP preference: } C_1 < C_2
\end{align*}
\]

In the following tableaux I use both SSP and SCL in order to capture the workings of common sonority-based restrictions on the CC sequences of the experimental data, whether they are syllabified as a heterosyllabic sequence or a tautosyllabic cluster. I use a dashed line to separate the SSP from the SCL since the possible ranking between the two complementary principles is irrelevant for the current study.

For simplicity’s sake, I will not deal with other aspects of sonority-based principles, such as the possible requirement for a minimum sonority distance within tautosyllabic consonant clusters (Steriade 1982, Selkirk 1984). However, I acknowledge a somewhat gradient violation of sonority principles by postulating that a sonority reversal is more ill-formed.
than a sonority plateau. While this does not seem to be controversial, it should be noted that according to Bat-El (1996), sonority plateaus in MH satisfy the SCL. While this may be true for a more complete grammar model of MH, where SCL violations in the form of sonority plateaus seem to freely occur, it should still be maintained that a fixed universal hierarchy of violations would posit sonority reversal above sonority plateau as a worse violation.

Tableau (4) demonstrate how sonority-based principles yield similar results to Align-L (Stop, σ) (compare with Table VII), given that we take fricatives to be more sonorous than stops (a common, yet not uncontroversial assumption, c.f. Clements 1990).

Tableau (4) Sonority scale: stop < fricative with future conjugation of [tafas] ‘will catch’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yitpos–yiftos/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yit.pos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.t.pos]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yit.fos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.=[yi.t.fos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One problem with the last analysis is that it is not fully consistent with the rest of the trends found in the experiment. For example, consider again the attested lack of clear preference between yaxpor and yaxfor (Group III). Tableau (5) wrongly predicts that candidate (5.a) should win (i.e. that yaxpor should be preferred), contrary to the experimental evidence.

Tableau (5) Sonority scale: stop < fricative with future conjugation of [xafar] ‘will dig’

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yaxpor–yaxfor/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yax.por]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [ya.xpor]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yax.for]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [ya.xfor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Different problems can be also detected with the strident-initial verbs in Group (II) when sonority-based principles are the active constraints. Since the relative sonority rank of stridents is a matter of much debate in the literature, to the extent that it is considered language-specific by many researchers, the following 5 Tableaux (Tableaux 6.i-v) consider
different ranks in the hierarchy for stridents in relation to stop < fricative: (Tableau 6.i). strident < stop < fricative (stridents are the least sonorous); (Tableau 6.ii). stop < strident < fricative (stridents rank above stops and below fricatives); (Tableau 6.iii). stop < fricative < strident (stridents rank above stops and fricatives); (Tableau 6.iv). stop, strident < fricative (stridents pattern with stops); (Tableau 6.v). stop < strident, fricatives (stridents pattern with fricatives). All versions (Tableaux 6.i-v) use the future conjugation of safar 'counted', yispor–yisfor 'will count'.

**Tableau (6.i) Sonority hierarchy: strident < stop < fricative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yisPor/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yis.por]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ☞ [yi.spor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yis.for]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ☚ [yi.sfor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tableau (6.ii) Sonority hierarchy: stop < strident < fricative**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yisPor/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ☞ [yis.por]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.spor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yis.for]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ☚ [yi.sfor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tableau (6.iii) Sonority hierarchy: stop < fricative < strident**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yisPor/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ☞ [yis.por]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.spor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ☚ [yis.for]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [yi.sfor]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Tableau (6.iv) *Sonority hierarchy: \textit{stop}, \textit{strident} < \textit{fricative}*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yisPor/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yi.spor]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.jspor]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yi.sor]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [yi.sf]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tableau (6.v) *Sonority hierarchy: \textit{stop} < \textit{strident}, \textit{fricative}*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yisPor/</th>
<th>*SSP reversal</th>
<th>*SSP plateau</th>
<th>*SCL reversal</th>
<th>*SCL plateau</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yi.spor]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.spor]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yi.sor]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [yi.sf]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Apparently, only the scale in (Tableau 6.v), in which stridents pattern with fricatives and both are more sonorous than stops, yields the correct result (preference for \textit{yispor}). However, this seems to be a rather costly assumption since stridents in MH do not have the same distribution as non-strident fricatives. Namely, the fricatives \textit{[x]} and \textit{[f]} rarely (if ever) appear in the beginning of a word-initial complex onset with a following $C_2$ obstruent, while stridents often do, and with any type of $C_2$ manner that may follow it, excluding another strident (e.g. \textit{stima} 'sealing', \textit{sxava} 'duster', \textit{smixa} 'blanket', \textit{slixa} 'forgiveness', \textit{syax} 'foal' etc.).\textsuperscript{27} Clusters of this kind are sometimes known as \textit{S-Clusters}, especially noted for their tendency to easily precede stops in complex onsets, thus exhibiting a sonority reversal in SSP terms (under standard assumption that strident fricatives are more sonorous than stops). In §4 I go back to the notion of sonority for further evaluations and discussion of its place in the grammar.

3.6. Modeling variation

First, it should be made clear that the phenomenon of stop–fricative variation in MH is not only inter-speaker but also intra-speaker, as the same speaker may exhibit inconsistent

\textsuperscript{27} There are a few examples where \textit{[x]} precedes a stop (e.g. \textit{xtav} 'hand-write').
productions of similar tokens. Furthermore, the variation at hand is subject to various pragmatic considerations, not just phonological ones (e.g. speakers generally tend more towards the normative forms in careful speech scenarios).

The phonological literature features some interesting attempts to model variation within the framework of Optimality Theory. Especially worth mentioning are Anttila & Cho (1998), who suggest a model of partial constraint ranking where it is possible to model invariant and variable phenomena and derive their statistical predictions, and Boersma & Hayes (2001), who suggest a continuous scale of constraint strictness and a stochastic grammar which can produce variable outputs when some constraint rankings are close to each other. Although these proposals are different in essence, they share the idea that the underlying input is fixed while variation is accounted for by virtue of more "elastic" and intricate constraint ranking than the standard theory assumes.

The position I take on variation in the stop-fricative alternation of MH is different (see §3.6.2 below for a brief discussion). I assume that MH speakers have a fixed grammar (for that matter), which resembles the one proposed earlier for English (Table IX.c, repeated below in 18), since MH speakers generally do not violate faithfulness requirements on stops and fricatives in non-alternating positions (including post-consonantal positions).

(18) \textsc{Ident[Stop]} \Rightarrow \textsc{Align-L(Stop,o)} \Rightarrow \textsc{Align-L([-closure],o)}.

To account for the observed variation phenomenon in MH I employ the notion of Underspecification, much in the flavor of Inkelas' (1995) Archiphonemic Underspecification. The terms Archiphoneme and Underspecification are already loaded, and Inkelas, indeed, refers to the archiphoneme of the Prague school (Jakobson 1929, Trubetzkoy 1929, 1936, Martinet 1936) and to the classic views of underspecification within a feature-based theory (Clements 1988; Steriade 1987; Kiparsky 1982; Archangeli 1984; Pulleyblank 1986), where only contrastive or unpredictable features are assumed to be part of the underlying representation (UR). However, her notion of the archiphoneme and her model of underspecification differ from those classic concepts in some crucial manners. Archiphonemic Underspecification is presented within the framework of Optimality Theory where it is restricted by a process of Lexicon Optimization (Prince and Smolensky 1993), which yields underspecified input
material only in cases that exhibit alternations. An underspecified UR is chosen when surface evidence for a possible UR is indeterminate. In her restatement of this process, Inkelas describes Lexicon Optimization in cases that exhibit alternation (Inkelas 1995:6-7) (19).

(19) Alternation-sensitive restatement of Lexicon Optimization

“Given a grammar G and a set \( S = \{S_1, S_2, ... S_i\} \) of surface phonetic forms for a morpheme M, suppose that there is a set of inputs \( I = \{I_1, I_2, ... I_j\} \), each of whose members has a set of surface realizations equivalent to S. There is some \( I_i \in I \) such that the mapping between \( I_i \) and the members of S is the most harmonic with respect to G, i.e. incurs the fewest marks for the highest ranked constraints. The learner should choose \( I_i \) as the underlying representation for M.”

3.6.1. Underspecification

In what follows I build on Inkelas’ alternation-sensitive restatement of Lexicon Optimization, by extending it to capture the most harmonic UR in variation cases, where a given alternation is unstable. In Tables (X)-(XI) there are two possible surface representations, (a)-(b), for any one of the three possible UR's, (i)-(iii). The potential UR features either a pre-specified fricative ([f]) or stop ([p]), or an underspecified archiphoneme ([P]), which is a labial obstruent, not fully specified for manner of articulation. A process of Lexicon Optimization is expected to drive speakers to deduce the most harmonic UR, given the attested surface representations and the grammar (formally, ranked constraints) on the one hand, and the potential UR’s on the other.

In the following 2 Lexicon Optimization tables (often termed tableau of tableaux) I collapse the faithfulness requirements for both stops and fricatives under one constraint, \( \text{Ident}[\text{Obs-Man}] \), which protects the particular manner of articulation of obstruents (either fricatives or stops). This constraint outranks \( \text{Align-L(Stop,0)} \) in the fixed grammar of MH.
Table (X) Lexicon Optimization with a varying stop-fricative alternation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon Optimization</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>IDENT[Obs-Man]</th>
<th>ALIGN-(Stop,σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>/yitfɔs/</td>
<td>a. [yitfɔs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. [yiṭfɔs]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>/yiṭpos/</td>
<td>a. [yitfɔs]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. [yiṭfɔs]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td><em>IPA</em></td>
<td>/yiṭPos/</td>
<td>a. [yitfɔs]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. [yiṭfɔs]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table (X), both (a)-type and (b)-type surface representations (SR's) should be allowed to surface, so the pre-specified UR's in (X.i) and (X.ii) will always violate the highly ranked IDENT in one of their two potential SR's. The underspecified labial obstruent in (X.iii), however, will always vacuously satisfy this faithfulness requirement, yielding a better UR.

Table (XI) Lexicon Optimization with a stable alternating stop-fricative

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lexicon Optimization</th>
<th>UR</th>
<th>SR</th>
<th>IDENT[Obs-Man]</th>
<th>ALIGN-(Stop,σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i.</td>
<td>/tafɔs/</td>
<td>a. [tafɔs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. *[tapos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ii.</td>
<td>/tapas/</td>
<td>a. [tafɔs]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. *[taposes]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iii.</td>
<td>/taPas/</td>
<td>a. [tafɔs]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>b. *[taposes]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table (XI), only the (a)-type SR is licit, while the (b)-type SR does not generally occur. In this case, the highly ranked faithfulness constraint will successfully ban illicit (b)-type SR when it is not underlyingly similar to the UR as in (XI.i). The underspecified UR in (XI.iii) will not be able to choose the correct SR with this grammar.

While some verbs (such as the 9 target verbs in the experiment) are yet to assume a fixed surface output form, other comparable verbs seem to surface without such attested variation. For example, consider the pa’al verbs naxax ‘participate’ and maxar ‘sell’, which feature an alternating velar obstruent ([x–k]) in C₂. In the future conjugations, these verbs are expected to behave similarly since they both feature a nasal consonant ([n]/[m]) in their C₁ position.
However, the findings from the preliminary pilot experiment show, overwhelmingly, that these verbs exhibit no variation, yet in two opposite directions: The 22 participants in the pilot experiment produced the future forms *yimkor 'will sell' (but not yimxor) and yinxax 'will participate' (but not yinkax).

\[(20)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } [\text{yimkor}] & / [*\text{yimxor}] & \text{(Nasal-Stop } \rightarrow \text{ Nasal-Fricative)} \\
\text{b. } [*\text{yinkax}] & / [\text{yinxax}] & \text{(Nasal-Fricative } \rightarrow \text{ Nasal-Stop)}
\end{align*}
\]

The data in (20.a-b) may initially seem to lack an underlying phonological generalization that would point at a possible explanation for the two extreme and opposite trends. It is possible to assume that while (20.a) may reflect a preferred trend for post nasal stops, (20.b) may reflect an identity requirement between C₂ and C₃ in MH (see Bat-El's 2006 account on reduplication). However, these plausible explanations should be expected to appear as trends, not as a complete ban on one specific form (indeed, as a native speaker of MH, I acknowledge that the banned forms *[yinkax] and *[yimxor] do seem to be unattested).

Such cases that exhibit no variation give rise to claims based on differences between underlying input forms due to processes of lexicalization (mediated by Lexicon Optimization processes, as described above). According to this line of thought, the opaque phonological nature of the stop-fricative alternation in MH should lead speakers to assume an underspecified UR in cases where unstable variation occurs regularly. When no variation occurs, however, a fully specified UR should be assumed.

Tableaux (7-8) demonstrate how this works under the assumption that non-varying SR's are derived by fully specified UR's. In these tableaux, no variation is attested in the surface forms, and, likewise, the UR is fully specified. The winning candidate is selected by the highly ranked — and active — faithfulness constraint.

**Tableau (7) Fully-specified input for [yimkor] 'will sell'**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yimkor/</th>
<th>IDENT [Obs-Man]</th>
<th>ALIGN-L (Stop,G)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yimkor]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [yimxor]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tableau (8) Fully-specified input for [yin\textsubscript{x}ax] 'will participate'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yin\textsubscript{x}ax/</th>
<th>IDENT [Obs-Man]</th>
<th>ALIGN-L (Stop,σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b.  [yink\textsubscript{x}ax]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.  [yinx\textsubscript{x}ax]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike the examples above, Tableau (9) demonstrates a case where the SR varies somewhat unpredictably [yitpos–yitfos], yet with attested preferences towards one form [yitfos]. This is achieved by the underspecification of the particular manner of articulation of the spirantizable obstruent in \textsubscript{C\textsubscript{2}}, which renders the faithfulness constraint as vacuous. The selection by a lowly ranked, and mostly inactive, ALIGN-L constraint, is "weaker" than the previous selection of winning candidates by IDENT.

Tableau (9) Underspecified input for [yitfos\,\textsubscript{yitpos}] 'will catch'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yit\textsubscript{pos}/</th>
<th>IDENT [Obs-Man]</th>
<th>ALIGN-L (Stop,σ)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.  [yit.pos]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.  [yi.tpos]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.  [yit.fos]</td>
<td></td>
<td>*!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d.  [yi.tfos]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Modeling variation with underspecified UR's seems advantageous in this case since it allows pragmatic (or even meta-linguistic) considerations to interfere with the outcome. In careful speech scenarios, for example, even underspecified inputs may assume a fully-specified form. To illustrate this, we can think of a speaker that will make an effort to speak "correctly", thus forcing the normative input form in some cases, rendering the UR as fully specified (Tableau 10).\textsuperscript{28}

\textsuperscript{28} In the following tableaux I added the markedness constraint *\textit{COMPLEX}, which should rank low in MH, as the language generally tolerates complex clusters. In any case, it must rank lower than Align-L(Stop,σ) to yield the correct winning candidates (e.g. yi.tfos).
Another advantage of this model of variation lies in its ability to predict directions of change given the frequency of occurrences that are governed by emerging low-level well-formedness constraints, and the resulting UR, which is governed by Lexicon Optimization processes. In other words, given that the preference in cases like [yitpos~yitfos] is towards the less marked form [yitfos], the prediction for a final state will assume that future generations of MH speakers may eventually regard this preferred form as the fixed form, thus arriving at a fully specified non-normative UR (Tableau 11).

Tableau (11) Fully-specified (final state) input for [yitfos] 'will catch'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>/yitfos/</th>
<th>IDENT</th>
<th>ALIGN-L</th>
<th>*COMPLEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. [yitpos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. [yi.tpos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. [yit.fos]</td>
<td>*!</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. [yi.tfos]</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6.2. Variation: A brief discussion

While I chose to formally model the variation at hand with underspecified inputs, I do not reject formal models of the kind that I mention in §3.6 (Anttila & Cho 1998, Boersma & Hayes 2001), which assume different rankings rather than different types of inputs. However, I believe that these generally different models should fit different kinds of variation (within a particular grammar). For the sake of the argument, I will make a distinction between variation triggered by different modes of speech (e.g. rapid vs. slow speech) and variation that is lexically conditioned, such as the variation arising from the data in this paper.
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Lexically conditioned variation can be modeled with underspecified inputs, or, alternatively, with fully specified inputs that must bear a special mark in order to trigger reranking. Thus, since underspecification requires fewer theoretical entities in order to achieve the same complex interaction between some input(s) in the lexicon and some faithfulness constraint(s) in the grammar, it is preferred in this scenario by Occam's Razor. This ceases to be the case when variation is triggered by modes of speech, since the reranking of constraints is not governed by lexical entries and there are no redundant entities that would disfavor a reranking model.

3.7. Notes on syllabification

As it turns out, the preference for $C_2$ fricatives after $C_1$ stops entails a preferred syllabification of the medial sequence as an onset cluster. This seems to be the prediction when using ALIGN-L($\text{Stop},C$) (Table VII), as well as sonority based principles (Tableau 4). In both cases the winning candidate is of the form $yi.tfos$, rather than $yit.fos$. However, this division into syllables is not the commonly assumed one (when presented with this metalinguistic question, most MH speakers would claim that a CVC.CVC division is the correct one), and there is no straight-forward way to independently verify that. The following subsections will present an attempt to verify syllabification in MH, based on independent phonetic cues.

3.7.1. Vowel length experiment

According to Maymon (2001), open syllables have longer vowels than closed syllables in MH, but only in stressed syllables. To verify these effects, the stimuli of the first experiment included 2 filler sentences which were targeted for measurements of vowel length in closed vs. open syllables (both stressed). The target syllables were inserted in a list of girls’ names such that the two target words were adjacent in the middle of the list, each time in the opposite direction in respect to each other (21).
The medial stop-initial sequence in 'tikva' is assumed here to preferably syllabify as a complex onset, thus the initial CV portion (ti) is predicted to behave like an open syllable ('ti.kva). The medial nasal-initial sequence in 'timna' is (commonly) assumed to syllabify across syllables, thus the initial CVC portion (tim) is predicted to behave like a closed syllable ('tim.na). Since the first syllable in both instances is stressed, differences in syllabification are expected to be reflected in vowel length.

3.7.2. Vowel length results

The measurements take the ti- portion of each target word in each pair and compare lengths per pair.29 Lengths were measured in productions that maintained a steady "list rhythm" for the two medial target names (16 valid productions of the 'tikva' 'timna' variant and 11 valid productions of the opposite 'timna' 'tikva' variant).

Figure (vii) Example screenshot of the PRAAT analysis window

29 Measurements start at the release of [t], until the end of an audible vowel (before the silence that precedes the release of [k] in tikva). In the case of timna, until characteristic formants of [i] switch to those characteristic of [m] (mainly, lower F1). Measurements were taken using PRAAT software (Figure vii).
Table (XII) Differences in [ti-] lengths

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Longer ti- in tikva</th>
<th>Longer ti- in timna</th>
<th>Significant differences in ti- length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'timna 'tikva</td>
<td>63.6% 1.18%</td>
<td>36.4% 1.03%</td>
<td>yes: t(10) = –2.300, p = .044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'tikva 'timna</td>
<td>56.25% 1.15%</td>
<td>43.75% 1.13%</td>
<td>no: t(15) = –.689, p = .501</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values were significantly higher for ti- in tikva, but only in the 'timna 'tikva pair (p = .044). Differences in length were highly insignificant (p = .501) in the 'tikva 'timna pair, although ti- in tikva was overall longer in that pair as well. Indeed, [ti] seems to be generally longer in ['tikva] than in ['timna]. However, the differences were small and somewhat inconsistent, with attested noise that should be attributed to the order of the stimuli. Therefore, it should be taken with caution.

3.7.3. C-Center effect

It is of interest to point at another promising experimental venue that may independently verify syllabification, based on the coordination of articulatory gestures. Research in Articulatory Phonology suggests evidence for the claim that the abstract organization of speech sounds into syllables is reflected in temporal patterns of speech production (Krakow 1999, Goldstein et al. 2007, Shaw et al. 2009). According to this methodology, in complex onsets the timing of the consonants in the cluster is adjusted in relation to a following articulatory anchor when compared to simple onsets. This is known as the C-center effect or center stability (Browman and Goldstein 1988, Hermes et al. 2008, Shaw et al. 2009, Marin and Pouplier 2010), which is based on the assumption that the distance from the center of the onset to the following vowel remains steady in examples such as lay vs. play. This adjustment can be measured as the interval of the mean of consonantal targets relative to a following target in the word. However, such measures require specific articulatory machinery (electromagnetic articulography) that is, unfortunately, not within reach for the purpose of the current paper. However, this methodology seems like a promising
independent measure for syllabification in MH, and it should be able to strengthen or weaken the proposals made here thus far.

4. What's Sonority got to do with it?

The notion of sonority was mentioned in the previous analysis, yet it was not found to have much explanatory power for the attested phonotactic trends (§3.5). Sonority-based principles are often considered when dealing with the phonotactics of consonantal sequences, yet sonority effects are often not very predictable and coherent when dealing with sequences of obstruents (the problems of analyzing S-Clusters is among the most famous of this kind, see Goad 2011 for an extensive overview). The problems with sonority-based principles run deeper than that, mainly due to the fact that sonority is a notion that does not rely on an agreed upon phonetic correlate, and the details of its hierarchy are a source of debate even after more than 100 years of linguistic research, at least since Sievers (1881) and Jespersen (1904) (see Parker 2002 for an exhaustive review of the sonority debate).

The position I take here is that the notion of sonority gained more explanatory power than it actually should. Given that one prominent aspect of language is redundancy of (phonological as well as syntactic/semantic/pragmatic) information, it should come as no surprise that some good linguistic generalizations seem to cover more phenomena than they should, by virtue of their vague definition, and due to the empirical overlap of seemingly related phenomena. To that extent, I argue that the reality of ALIGN-L(Stop,σ) constraints are often obscured by an over-blown notion of sonority.

In the following sub-sections, I briefly sketch a proposal that attempts to redefine sonority such that a slimmer and weaker — yet more coherent — entity will eventually unfold. Although this theoretic endeavor does not seem to be directly related to this paper, it is, in fact, a major part of the underlying motivation behind it. A weaker version of sonority necessitates that alternative universal phonotactic principles will be incorporated into the general theory to properly cover areas of the grammar that were previously covered by virtue of vaguely defined sonority. The attempt to bring ALIGN-L(Stop,σ) constraints to the fore is the other side of the coin that would eventually reduce the empirical coverage of sonority-based principles.
4.1. Nucleus attraction

The relative sonority level of speech sounds represents their ability to fill, or "attract", the nucleus position of a syllable, such that in a given sequence of sounds, the more sonorous ones will be more capable of attracting nuclei. The question that arises, then, is what is it that attracts nuclei, or, in other words, what makes one segment more sonorous than the other?

There are many proposals that attempt to answer this question, from theories that assume no phonetic correlation for sonority as a "pure" theoretical construct of phonology, to theories that assume that phonetic correlates do exist. The latter, more commonly accepted assumption, is another source of debate as some researchers correlate sonority with articulatory features (namely the relative airflow in the production of speech sounds) while others correlate it with perceptual features (namely the relative loudness or audibility of speech sounds in the acoustic domain). While a substantial overlap between relative airflow and relative audibility is expected among the class of sonorant sounds (nasals, liquids, glides and vowels), discrepancies between airflow and audibility should be expected, and are widely attested, in the patterning of obstruents on the lower edge of the sonority scale. This discrepancy is especially familiar when dealing with the problematic status of stridents, that are articulatorily fricatives (i.e. very low in terms of relative airflow), yet they are acoustically characterized by a disharmonic concentration of energy at the higher frequency spectrums (i.e. very high in terms of relative audibility).

In the next sub-section I present a strictly perceptual account of sonority that is coherent in its correlation of sonority with the cognitive sensation of pitch (or 'tone').

4.2. Harmony, disharmony and duration

Clements (2009) suggests the term Resonance in relation to sonority:

“Resonant sounds are optimal bearers of the prosodic properties that are typically associated with syllables. Vowels, as the highest-sonority sounds, are ideally suited to the function of anchoring the distinctive F0 variations found in tone, pitch-accent and intonation systems” (p. 170); “we may consider voicing [...] as a precondition for the perception of resonance in speech sounds” (p. 169).
I adopt Clements' (2009) definition of Resonance as the **Harmonic** component of speech sounds, which is achieved by voicing. Perceptually speaking, pitch (or tone) is a cognitive interpretation of a periodic sound with a distinct harmonic series of frequencies (formants). More audible harmonic component in speech sounds contributes to greater sonority (e.g. vowels are more sonorous than liquids, voiced obstruents are more sonorous than voiceless obstruents, etc.).

Harmony is not the only component that contributes to the sensation of pitch, though. At least two more independent components of speech sounds should be invoked. One is **Disharmony**, which is acoustically characterized by non-periodic (non-harmonic) series of frequencies, achieved by certain articulatory contact gestures (namely the turbulent airstream caused by frication). More audible disharmonic component contributes to lesser sonority as it interferes with the sensation of pitch (e.g. voiced fricatives are less sonorous than (voiced) liquids, and strident fricatives are less sonorous than non-strident fricatives).

The third, and last, component is **Duration**. In order to bear tone, sounds need some audible duration, which stops lack, as they are only audible at their release (as well as in the cues of shifting formants at the transition from preceding segments). Therefore, stops are highly non-sonorous because they lack an audible duration to promote the sensation of pitch.

**Table (XIII) Summary of nucleus attraction components**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speech sound</th>
<th>Harmonic Component</th>
<th>Disharmonic Component</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Low and Mid) Vowels</td>
<td>high audibility</td>
<td>no interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-Vowels (Glides and High Vowels)</td>
<td>mid audibility</td>
<td>no interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquids, Nasals</td>
<td>low audibility</td>
<td>no interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-strident Fricatives (voiced)</td>
<td>low audibility</td>
<td>low interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stridents (voiced)</td>
<td>low audibility</td>
<td>high interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops (voiced)</td>
<td>low audibility</td>
<td>low interruption</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-strident Fricatives (voiceless)</td>
<td>no audibility</td>
<td>low interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stridents (voiceless)</td>
<td>no audibility</td>
<td>high interruption</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops (voiceless)</td>
<td>no audibility</td>
<td>low interruption</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table (XIII) illustrates these 3 independent components of pitch perception in speech. It should be assumed that much in the way that the sensation of stress is a combination of (at least) 3 independent elements (pitch, loudness and duration) that conspire together to various language-specific degrees, the sensation of pitch is built of (at least) 3 independent acoustic domains, which are not necessarily equally important. In other words, the sensation of stress is not equally quantified in all stress languages, in respect to the 3 acoustic domains (e.g. while stress in American English may be more attuned to pitch (Hayes 1995, Lieberman 1960), in MH it seems that duration is the more salient aspect of stress (Becker 2003)). The sensation of pitch in speech sounds, in much the same way, may differ in the salience that different languages may assign to its different components. Therefore, while the parameters in Table (XIII) should remain fixed, languages may derive slightly different sonority scales out of it, mainly in relation to the relative weight they assign to the disharmonic component.

4.3. Advantages

Viewed this way, *audibility*, is no more a vague concept relating to the evasive notion of "perceived loudness", as it now relates more specifically to the audibility of the harmonic (voiced) component of speech sounds, as well as the (in)audibility of the disharmonic component. This version of sonority is a coherent perceptual entity, based on 3 distinctive features (harmony, disharmony and duration), with an inherent ability to account for frication and stridency, as well as voicing and duration.

With this view of sonority it is no longer the case that *S-clusters* (where [s] appears in margins of clusters; preceding stops in onset clusters, and following stops in coda clusters) exhibit sonority reversals. S-clusters simply do not attract the nucleus so they do not necessarily violate sonority-based principles. The elimination of the idea that S-clusters often violate sonority, paves the way for other phonotactically-driven universals to explain their attested distribution in languages (more suggestions for the direction to take on S-Cluster cases are suggested in the following sub-section, §4.4.).

What should remain similar to common sonority-based proposals is the general flavor of
preferred sonority profiles: A sequence of sounds in the speech stream will be optimally parsed into units (syllables) such that there is a monotonous/coherent attraction of the nucleus in any given unit.

4.4. Stridents revisited

One reasonable path of explanation for the attested trend with Group (II) (the preference towards a stop rather than a fricative when following a strident), may come from relative perceptual cue robustness (Wright 2004). The transition from stridents to stops (e.g. from [s] to [p]) features more robust cues for proper segmental categorization than those found in the transition from stridents to fricatives (e.g. from [s] to [f]). In other words, strident-initial sequences may be preferred with a following stop rather than a following fricative, on grounds of perceptual cue robustness, regardless of syllabic position. Of course, a fuller account of the appearance and distribution of stridents, cross-linguistically, is also contingent upon other phonotactically-driven principles, such as the hierarchy of preferred syllable types, the stop-alignment scheme and sonority-based constraints.

Note, however, that while the suggested pitch-based definition for sonority eliminates the theoretical "misbehavior" of stridents in S-clusters, this problem resurfaces in respect to the new alignment proposal, since stops that follow stridents in onset clusters are supposedly mis-aligned. Thus, although one desirable outcome of the pitch-based sonority program would have been to avoid the use of extra-syllabic tools that force stridents out of the syllabic tier with notions such as the appendix (Blevins 1995, Chierchia 1986, Goldsmith 1990, Green 2003, Pierrehumbert 1994, Riallaid 1994, Steriade 1982 and Vaux 2004, to name a few prominent examples), extra-syllabic tools may still be needed to account for the distribution of stridents in marginal positions of sequences.

Interestingly, since languages with Coda Condition and spirantization processes, as in Grammars (IX.a) and (IX.b) above, are not expected to include S-clusters in their inventory, the fact that such S-clusters do exist in other languages (Grammar IX.c), where faithfulness outranks the ALIGN-L constraints, can be understood as a straight-forward outcome of the demoted nature of ALIGN-L in these languages (otherwise it would ban such mis-aligned clusters).
At the same time, there is evidence from Italian, based on experimental articulatory data, that corroborate the extra-syllabic status that stridents may assume. Using C-center effect tests (see §3.7.3) Hermes et al. (2008) found that word-initial S-Clusters in Italian (e.g. [spl], [sp]) behave differently than other clusters in the language. Italian S-Clusters maintain the same center stability in articulation, when compared against similar strident-less cases (e.g. [pl], [p]). This means that stridents may be outside the unit of articulation, which we standardly associate with the syllable. This articulatory-based notion of the syllable is the same one that is also relevant to the observations regarding alignment in this paper. Therefore, it may be possible that stops following stridents in onset clusters do not necessarily violate $\text{ALIGN-L(Stop,} \sigma)$ due to the alleged extra-syllabic status of the preceding strident.

4.5. Prediction for true sonority reversals

The final note on sonority is a brief prediction for other challenging clusters for sonority-based descriptions, namely languages with sonorant-stop initial clusters like Russian, where word-initial [rtV] and [lbV] clusters are attested. A pitch-based notion of sonority will essentially predict that sonorants which appear in the beginning of complex clusters will not appear as syllabic consonants in other positions because this will entail a paradox for the concept of nucleus attraction. For example, if [l] can open a complex onset in ways that constitute a sonority reversal (e.g. [lbV]), we should assume that in that language it will minimally attract nuclei and is, therefore, not expected to fill the nucleus position as a syllabic consonant.

5. Conclusions

This work assumes that there is a phonetic basis for synchronic phonological phenomena, yet it does not necessarily reject a lexicalist approach, which assumes that speakers derive their phonotactic knowledge by generalizing over their lexicon (e.g. Frisch & Zawaydeh 2001, Hay et al. 2003). Daland et al. (2011) present some compelling evidence for the possibility of deriving sonority-based principles from the lexicon, even in languages that are considered to be CV languages like Korean and Mandarin. They further argue that in order
to cover the fact that sonority-based principles are evidently universal, yet not present in the mental grammar of speakers (according to lexicalist approaches), a theory like Blevins’ (2004) Evolutionary Phonology may suffice, since the universality of phonetically-based principles is part of the diachronic grammar. However, Daland et al. (2011:231) conclude that it is their belief that principles such as the SSP are derived "from a combination of lexical and universal (non-lexical) knowledge". This conclusion seems acceptable from the point-of-view of the current study as well, as it readily acknowledges the fact that the phonetically-based generalizations proposed here do not tell the whole story of spirantization-related variation in MH.

In line with this assumption, the working hypothesis behind the analyses I presented, attempts to make clear the distinctions between articulatory-based and perceptually-based phenomena. Using a familiar case of variation in MH, this work starts off with an experimental methodology that reveals subtle, yet systematic, phonotactic trends in MH. These trends are assumed, in line with TETU, to reflect low ranking well-formedness constraints in the grammar of MH. I propose an analysis for one of the two observed trends, where I utilize the Alignment constraints scheme to account for attested phonotactic preferences. My proposal is phonetically motivated, with good empirical coverage, and it is not just theoretically plausible, it also seems advantageous in predicting the optimal onset consonant cross-linguistically.

The last part of this paper was devoted to a brief presentation of a program to redefine sonority. I sketch the basic concepts behind my proposal, its relevance to the alignment scheme that I presented in the first part, and some immediate benefits in this program’s ability to solve some of the long-standing debates about sonority in the phonological literature.

Eventually, this work is a small step in an ongoing effort to redefine sonority in a coherent way as a perceptual construct related exclusively to the perception of pitch, perhaps the most important cognitive primitive in the human auditory system, and one which also lies at the core of our primal auditory art form — music.
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ענודת נמר זאת מתמצאת לקולו של יח זוח לש ייוו (Alignment; McCarthy and Prince 1993)-bin עקרות סותםין יחיזות פורוזיות. על אפיים מודרני ב الحرום, התעאה שאול מדיה-
בchers ועד את התוכניות התחל-סנטילאותندעד פועלונוח ייוו. הליר דיק, אך טעוה שבсход לסירה
של עקרות סותםין משתתפת בחרוכרכיה האוגונברליסין של עקרות שדרשים "לפהירש" עם התחל-
של יחיזות פורוזיות דגוניות הנחל. הנורירכר הופיעה שע ייוו מטרון untranslated התיאורית
בה נאף שמתפרפס.
 utf Phòng晚报�ת התוכן: העורר האפוציילית באוניסות שלへ בראש סבסכת VCV/Z ייוו לחוח חוככים, כפ-
מסומנות, או איו אפיי לחוח חוככים שית_foot שהחליליס שיפנイトיצי, כפ-
מסומנות.
 וכר ב בהתאוב נימוץ לעבוזו זאת מפוצי ברקורה_Free של ראייצין (urbation; McCarthy, 1993).
תונום והכוכבים (r2). (Adam 2002) וני זוני נסיי הפכם, המבוסס על מקרה הז זיוואאניד
לאת תונים פותקטיים שדורים עבירה מוזייזים. וני מסרacho צפל היררכיה היישור שיתןוכרה חוכד
מסנירת את האתחניאה שיעול מتنظרים, וני מציון מולה שבר הראיציות בין ממרכזים חוככים-
מסבחר באמעטת עקרון התוכ-מופרט (Underspecification; Kiparsky 1982). בנסח ששרוב השראה
شرع התוכ-מופרט של האפוציילית (Archiphenomic Underpecification; Inkelas 1995). מומל התוכ-
תונום הספיס של מקרה הראיציות בין תונום התוכ-סובים עמי תלחות במקורי שמסה השניה
פוטוקטיים עלעדיין היו מסיימם בפעמה שאריה יוער. וני מאטפואר באמעטת מגוגי אופטימיזייט
ולקסיים (Lexicon Optimization; Prince and Smolensky 1993) ופומר שלאירפויו.
_potential
cמותה, וני צוף ששוקמה של היררכיה אילפליי היהוש שאול מיציא ועל ביסע עקרות החוככים,
"מושטת" עקרות קרוהות על-ידי עקרות הסטישאורים ש"נפת" בשול חוח עופים ונא שור במחולוקה
Parker 2002 (mmas נמייה הפכם). וני משובשב ב커קות התוכנית הלחודרה מהיחו של סונייר עקרוח
המבוסס על עקרות מצטיין (בשונה מהחוככים), המיגורים במקומם פונס עם accommodation
לפוטק צוף (pitch). יני מפוסט, במדאם מסויום, על העטעע שלב-B (Clements 2009). תואר את, וני-
מיל פעול הסופרים האופטימלי לכל השכלות עם שיש להחדירה הולות שלскоורייביצי משילופ שדר
עקרות מוסרים (stridents) והמקדים את השחלות עם מרחיית שולעות (reversed) (S-Clusters) של
עקרות פסמים של סונייר הפוכז (sonority).
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